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(a) Identify the sample space representing all possible settlements of the
three supports; for example (I, O, 2) means Asetdes 1 in., B setdes
Oin., and C settles 2 in.

(b) If E is the event of 2 in. diITerential setdement between any adjacent
supports of the bridge, determine the sample points of E.

2.2 Figure P2.2 shows a network of highways connecting the cities I, 2, ... , 9.
(a) Identify the sample space representing aii possible routes between

cities i and 9.
(b) The possible travel times between any two connecting nodes are as

indicated in Fig. P2.2 (for example, from 2 to 9, the possible travel
times are 3, 4, 5 hr). What are the possible travel times between i and 9
through route CD -+ ci> - ®? How about through route CD - @ 
® -(8) -®?

2.3 A 6 m x 48 m apartment building may be divided into 1-,2-, or 3-bedroom
units, or combinations thereof (Fig. P2.3). if I-bedroom units are each
6 m x 6 m, 2-bedroom units are each 6 m x 12 m, and 3-bedroom units are
each 6 m x 16 m, how may the apartment building be subdivided into one or
more types of units?

2.4 A left-turn pocket of length 60 ft is planned at a street intersection. Assume
that only two types of vehicles will be using it; a type-A vehicle will occupy
15 ft of the pocket, whereas a type-B vehicle will occupy 30 ft.

(a) Identify all the possible combinations of types A and B vehides waiting
for left turns from the pocket.

(b) Group these possibilities into events of i, 2, 3, and 4 vehides waiting
for left turns.

2.5 Strong wind at a particular site may come from any direction between due east
(O = 0°) and due north (O = 90°). All values of wind speed V are possible.

(a) Sketch the sample space for wind speed and direction.
(b) Let A = {V > 2Omph}

B = {12 mph < V::;; JOmph}
C = {O ~ 300}

updated further as follows:
_. p(T21 G)P(Gl

P(G i T2) - P(T21 G)P(G) + P(T21 G)P(G)

= (0.8)(0.95) = 0993
(0.8)(0.95) + (0.1)(0.05) .

This updating is performed sequentiaiiy. The updating mayaiso be performed in a
single step using the two test results together. In this latter case, we have

_ P(TiTzI G)P(G)

P(G i TiT2) - P(TiT21 G)P(G) + P(TiT2T<i)p(G)

(0.8)(0.8)(0.7) = 0.993
(0.8)(0.8)(0.7) + (0.1)(0.1)(0.3)

which is dearly the same as the result obtained sequentially above, as it should be.

2.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter, we learn that a probabilistic problem involves the deter
mination of the probability of an event within an exhaustive set of possi
bilities (or possibility space). Two things are paramount in th(i formulation
and solution of such problems: (1) the definition of the possibility space
and the identification of the event within this space; and (2) the evalua
tion of the probability of the event. The relevant mathematical bases
usdul for these purposes are the theory of sets and the theory of probability.
In this chapter, the basic elements of both theories are devl'loped in ele
mentary and nonabstract terms, and are illustrated with physical problems.

Dl'fined in the context of sets, events can be combined to obtain other
events via the operational rules of sets and subsets; basically, these con
sist of the union and intersection of two or more events including tlieir
complements. Similarly, the operational rules of tlie tlieory of prohability
provide the bases for the deductive relationships among probabilities of
different events within a given possibility space; specifically, tliese consist
of the addition rule, the multiplication rule, the theorem of total probability,
and Bayes' theorem.

In essencc, tlie concepts developed in this chapter constitute tlie funda
mentals of applied prohahility. In Cliapters 3 and 4, additional analytical
tools will be developed hased on tliese fundamental concepts.
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LJ n' r-
Figure P2.1 Fi,ure P2.2

Sections 2.1 & 2.2

2.1 The possible settlements for the three supports of a bridge shown in Fig. P2.1
are as follows:

support A-O in., i in., 2 in.

support.8..-O in., 2 in.

support C-O in., i in., 2 in.

6 mi i
48m

Figure P2.3
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The sequence of main activities in the construction of two structures is
shown in Fig. P2.7. The construction of the superstructures A and B can
start as soon as their common foundation has been completed.

The possible times of cömpletion for each phase of construction are
indicated in Fig. P2.7; for example, the foundation phase may take 5 or 7
months.

(a) List the possible combinations of times for each phase of the project;
forexample, (S, 3, 6)denotes the event that it takes S months for founda
tion, 3 months for superstructure A, and 6 months for superstructure B.

(b) What are the possible total completion times for structure A alone?
F'~r structure Balone?

Identify the events A, B, C, and A in the sample space sketch::d in
part (a).

(c) Use new sketches to identify the foiiowing events:

D=AI1C
E=AvB
F=AI1BI1C

(d) Are the events D and E mutually exclusive? How about events A
and C?

The possible values of the water height H, relative to mean water levei, at
each of the two rivers A and B are as foiiows (in meters):

H = -3, -2, -1,0,1,2,3,6

(a) Consider river A and define the foiiowing events:

Ai = {HA> O}, A2 = {HA = O}, Aa = {H.1 ;S;O}

List all pairs of mutually exclusive events among Ai> A2, and Aa.
(b) At each river, define

Normalwater, N = {-I ;S; H ;S; i}
Drought, D = {H < -I}
Flood, F = {H> i}

Use the ordered pair (hA' hB) to identify sample points relating to joint
water levels in A and B, respectively; thus (3, - i) defines the condition
hA = 3 and hB = -I simultaneously. Determine the sample points for the
events

2.6

2.7

(i) NA 11 NB (ii) (f.4 v DA) 11 NiL

(c) What are the possible total completion times for the project?
(d) If the possibilities in part (a) are equaiiy likely, what is the probability

that the complete project will be finished within Lo months?
2.8 A cylindrical tank is used to store water for a town (Fig. P2.8). The available

supply is not completely predictable. In any one day, the inflow is equally
Iikely to fiii 6, 7, or 8 ri of the tank. The demand for water is also variable,
and may (with equal likelihood) require an amount equivalent to S, 6, or 7 ft
of water in the tank.

(a) What are the possible combinations of inflow and outflow in aday?
(b) Assuming that the water level in the tank is 7 ft at the start of aday,

what are the possible water levels in the tank at the end of the day?
What is the probability that there will be at least 9 ft of water remaining
in the tank at the end of the day?

Section 2.3

2.9 A power plant has two generating units, numbered 1 and 2. Because of
maintenance and occasional machine malfunctions, the probabilities that,
in a given week, units No. i and 2 wiii be out of service (these two events are
denoted by Ei and EJ are 0.01 and 0.02, respectively.

During a summer week there is a probability of 0.1O that the weather will
be extremely hot (sayaverage temperature > 8SoF; t~is event is denoted
by H) so that demand for power for air-conditioning will increase consider
ably. The performance of the power plant in terms of its potential ability
to meet the demand in a given week can be c1assified as

(i) satisfactory S, if both units are functioning and the average tem-
perature is below 8SoF

(ii) marginal M, if one of the units is out of service and the average
temperature is above 8SoF

(iii) unsatisfactory U, otherwise.
Assume H, Ei> and E2 are statisticaiiy independent.

(a) Define the events S, M. and U in terms of H, Ei, and E2•

(b) What is the probability that exactly one unit will be out of service in
any given week?

(c) Find PeS), P(M), and P(U).

2.10 A cantilever beam has 2 hooks where weights CD and (2) may be hung (Fig.
n.IO). There can be as manyas two weights or no weight at each hook. In
order to design this beam, the engineer needs to know the fixed-end moment
at A, that is, MA'

(a) What are all the possible values of MA?
(b) Let

Figure P2.7

Start
Foundation

~ Finish ~ ~_~rCYlindriCOI'"".-C=:J ,..
J

Oulfl".

Figure P2.B

Ei denote the event that MA > 600 ft-Ib

E2 denote the event that 200 ;S; MA < 800 ft-Ib

Are events Ei and E2 mutually exclusive? Why?
(c) Are events Ei and E3 mutually exclusive? Where E3 = {O,100, 400}.
(d) With the foJlowing information:

Probability that weight CD hangs at B = 0.2

Probability that weight CD hangs at C = 0.7

Probability that weight (2) hangs at B = 0.3

Probability that weight (2) hangs at C = 0.5
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Determine

P(Ei). P(Ei V E2). P(EiE3)

(d) Express in terms of Ei, Et. E3 the event of satisfactory overall treatment
as defined in part (b). (Hint. EiE2 is part of this event.)

2.13 The cross-sections of the rivers at A, B, and C are shown in Fig. P2.13 and
the f100d levels at A and B, above mean f10w level, are as follows:

~hA
b

LJhC
1.5 b

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

Probability

Probability

Figure P2.13
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Flood level at B
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Figure P2.12

2.11 In a building construction project, the completion of the building requires
the successive completion of a series of activities. Define

E = excavation completed on time; and P(E) = 0.8

F = foundation completed on time; and P(F) = 0.7

S = siiperstructure completed on time; and P(S) = 0.9

Assume statistical independence among these events.
(a) Define the event {project completed on time} in terms of E. F, and S.

Compute the probability of on-time completion.
(b) Define, in terms of E, F, S and their complements, the following event:

G = excavation will be on time and at least one of the other two
operations will not be on time

Calculate P(G).
(c) Define the event

H = onlyone of the three operations will be on time

2.12 The waste from an industrial plant is subjected to treatment before it is
ejected to a nearby stream. The treatment process consists of three stages.
namely: primary, secondary, and tertiary treatments (Fig. P2.12). The
primary treatment may be rated as good (Gi), incomplete (ii) or failure(Fi).
The secondary treatment may be rated as good (G2) or failure (F2). and the
tertiary treatment mayaiso be rated as good (G3) or failure (F3). Assume
that the ratings in each treatment are equally Iikely (for example, the primary
treatment will be equally likely to be good or incomplete or failure). Further
more. the performances of the three stages of treatment are statistically inde
pendent of one another.

(a) What are the possible combined ratings of the three treatment stages?
(for example, Gi, F2, G3 denotes a combination where there is a good
primary and tertiary, but a failure in the secondary treatment). What is
the probability of each of these combinations (or sample points)?

(b) Suppose the event of satisfactory overall treatment requires at least
two stages of good treatment. What is the probability of this event?

(c) Suppose:

What are the probabiiities associated with each sample point in part (aL?
Assume that the location of weight CD does not affect the probability
of the location of weight (2).

(e) Determine the probabilities of the following events:

Ei, E2, Ei () E2• Ei v E2, E2

Ei = good primary treatment

E2 = good secondary treatment

E3 = good tertiary treatment

Assume that the f10w velocities at A, B, and C are the same. What is the
probability that the f100d at C will be higher than 6 ft above the mean level?
Assume statistical independence between f100d levels at A and B. Ans. 0.3.

2.14 Figure P2.14 is a plot of test results showing the degree of subgrade compac-
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tion C versus the life of pavement L. Determine the foiiowing:

(a) P(20 < L ~ 40 i C ;;::70)

(b) P(L > 40 i C ~ 95)

(c) P(L > 40 17o < C ~ 95)
(d) P(L > 30 and C < 70)

2.15 The highway system between cities A and B is shown in Fig. P2.I5. Travel
between A and B during the winter months is not always possible because
some parts of the highway may not be open to trafiic, because of extreme
weather condition. Let Ei, E2, Es denote the events that highway AB, AC,
and CB are open, respectively.

On any given day, assume

P(Ei) = 2/5 p(EsI E2) = 4/5

P(E2) = 3/4 p(Eil E2EJ = 1/2
P(Es) = 2/3

(a) What is the probability that a traveter will be able to make a trip from
A to B if he has to pass through city c! Ans. 0.6.

(b) What is the probability that he will be able to get to city B? Ans. 0.7.
(c) Which route should he try first in order to maximize his chance of

getting to B?

2.16 A contractor is submitting bids to two jobs A and B. The probability that he
will win job A is P(A) = t and that for job B is P(B) = 1·

(a) Assuming that winning job A and winning job B are independent events,
what is the probability that the contractor will get at least a job?

(b) What is the probability that the contractor got job A if he has won at
least one job?

(c) if he is also submitting a bid for job C with probability of winning it
P(C) = 1/4, what is the probability that he will get at least one job?
Again assume statistical independence among A, B, and C. What is
the probability that the contractor will not get any job at all?

2.17 Cities i and 2 are connected by route A, and route B connects cities 2 and 3

Figure P2.14
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(Fig. P2.I7). Denote the eastbound lanes as Ai and Bi, and the westbound
lanes as A2 and B2, respectively.

Suppose that the probability is 90 % that a lane in route A will not require
major repair work for at least 2 years; the correspi,mding probability for a
lane in route B is only 80 %.

(a) Determine the probability that route A will require major repair work
in the next two years. Do the same for route B.

Assume that if one lane of a route needs repair, the chances that the
other lane will also need repair is 3 times its original probability.
Ans. 0.17; 0.28.

(b) Assuming that the need for repair works in routes A and B are inde
pendent of each other, what is the probability that the road between
cities i and 3 will require major repair in two years? Ans. 0.40.

2.18 The water supply system for a city consists of a storage tank and a pipe line
suppIying water from a reservoir some distance away (Fig. P2.18). The
amount of water available from the reservoir is variable depending on the
precipitation in the watershed (among other things). Consequently, the
amount of water stored in the tank would be also variable. The consumption
of water also f1uctuates considerably.

To simpIify the problem, denote

A = available water supply from the reservoir is low
B = water stored in the tank is low

C = level of consumption is low

and assume that
P(A) = 20%

P(B) = 15%

P(C) = 50%

The reservoir supply is regulated to a certain extent to meet the demand, so

".. ~

- Tank

"", •• (tQ>l<

Clty

~ .••&il ~•••-
Figure P2.18
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that

PeA i C) == P(reservoir supply is high i consumption is high)
=75%

Also, P(B i A) = 50 %, whereas the amount of water stored is independent of
the demand.

Suppose that a water shortage will occur when thea: is high demand (or
consumption) for water but either the reservoir supply is low or the stored
water is low. What is then the probability of a water shortage? Assume that
P(AB i C) = 0.5 P(AB).

2.19 The time T (in minutes) that it takes to load crushed rocks from a quarry
onto a truck varies considerably. From a record of 48 loadings, the following
were observed.

Silding-
Figure P2.20

Rock

Ai \8

w

Figure P2.21

(a) Sketch the histogram for the above data.
(b) Based on these data, what is the probability that the loading time T

for a truck will be at (east 4 minutes?

(c) What is the probability that the total time for loading 2 consecutive
irucks will be less than 6 minutes? Assume the loading times for any
two trucks to be statistically independent.

(d) In order to make a conservative estimate of the loading time, it LS

assumed that loading a truck will require at least 3 minutes; on this
assumptioii, whai will be the probability that the loading time for a
truck will be less than 4 minutes?

A gravity retaining wall m!ly fail eitl!ei:by sliding,(A) or_over~urnil1g (B) or
IJ5öili)(Fig.P2.20). Assume:' ,-
--ro Probability of failure by sliding is twice <lsIikely as that by overturning;

that is, PeA) = 2P(B).
(ii) Probability thatthe wall also fails by sliding, given that it has failed by

overturning, PeA i B) = 0.8
(iii) Probability of failure of wall = 10-3
(a) Delermine the probability that sliding will occur. Ans.0.00091.
(b) If the wall fails, what is the probability that,only sliding has occurred?

Ans.0.546.

Two cables are iised to lift a load W (Fig. P2.2\). However, normally only
cable A will be carrying the load; cable B is slightly longer than A, so nor-

2.20

2.21

Loading time T
(minutes)

i
2
3
4
5
6

~6

No. of observations

O

5
12
15
Lo

6
O

Total = 48

mally it does not participate in carrying the load. But if cable A breaks,
then B will have to carry the full load, until A is replaced.

The probability that A will break is 0.02; also, the probability that B
wiII fail if it has to carry the load by itself is 0.30.

(a) What is the probability that both cables will fail?
(b) if the load remains Iifted, what is the probability that none of the cables

have failed?

• 2.U The preliminary design of a bridge spanning ariver consists of four girders
and three piers as shown in Fig. P2.22. From consideration of the loading and
resisting capacities of each structural element the failure probability for each
girder is 10-5 and each pier is 10-6• Assume that failures of the girders and
piers are statistically independent. Determine:

(a) The probability of failure in the girderes).

(b) The probability of failure in the pier(s).

(c) The probability of failure of the bridge system.

.i::n: ,,";aba (I%3,*,:J
Figure P2.22

.• 2.23 The town shown in Fig. P}.23 is protected from ftoods by a reservoir dam
that is designed for a 50-year ftood; that is, the probability that the reservoir

~i11 overftow in a year is i/50 or 0.02. The town and reservoir are located in an
active seismic region; annually, the 'probability of occurrence of a destructive
earthquake is 5 %. During such an earthquake, it is 20 % probable that the
dam wiII be damaged, thus causing the reservoir water to ftood the town.
Assume that the occurrences of natural ftoods and earthquakes are statis
tically independent.

(a) What is the probability of an earthquate-induced ftood in a year?
(b) What is the probability that the town is free from ftooding in any one

year?
(c) if the occurrence of an earthquake is assumed in a given year, what is

the probability that the town will be ftood~d that year?
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Town

0.50

0.30

0.20

Probability

100

210

250

Iz (cim)

0.60

0.40

Probability

80

120

Li (cim)

eorrelated. Assume the following:
(i) if flaws are detected in seetion Ai, the probability of flaws being detected

in A2 will be three times its original probability.
(ii) if flaws are detected in section A, the probability of detecting flaws in

section B will be doubled ..
Let FAi' FAi' FA' and FB be the events of flaws detected in weld sections
Ai, A2, A, and B, respectively.

(a) What is theprobability of detecting flaws in A? Ans. 0.28.
(b) What is the probability of detecting flaws in the structural component?

Ans.0.324.
(c) Ifflaws are detected in the structural component, what is the probability

that theyare found only in A? Ans. 0.692.

The storm drainage in a residential subdivision can be divided into watershed
areas N i and N2 as shown in Fig. P2.26. The drainage system consists of the
main sewers with capacities Ci = 100 cfm (cubic feet per minute) and C2 =
300 cfm, respectively. The amounts of drainage from N i and N2 are variable,
depending on the rainfall intensities in the subdivision (assume that whenever
it rains the entire subdivision is covered); in any given year, the maximum
flow, Li and 12, and their corresponding probabilities are as follows.

Neglect the possibility of flooding in Ni caused by the overt1ow of pipe
Cz·

(a) What is the probability of flooding in area Ni? F100ding occurs only
when the drainage exceeds the capacity of the main sewer.

(b) What is the probability of flooding in area Nz?
(c) What is the probability of flooding in the subdivision?

In order to study the parking problem of a college campus, an average worker
in office building D, say Mr. X, is selected and his chance of getiing aparking
space each day is studied. (Assurne that Mr. X will check the parking lots
A, B, C in that sequence and will park his car as soon as a space is found.)
Assume that there are only three parking lots available, of which A and B
are free, whereas C is metered (Fig. P2.27). No other parking facilities (say
street parking) are allowed. From statistical data, the probabilities of getting
a parking space each week day morning in lots A, B, C are 0.2, OJ, 0.5,
respectively. However, if lot A is full, the probability that Mr. X will find a
space in B is only 0.04. Also, if lots A and B are full, Mr. X will only have a
probability of 40 % of getting a parking space in C. Determine the following:

(a) The probability that Mr. X will not be able to secure a free space on a
weekday morning. Ans. 0.768.

(b) The probability that Mr. X will be able to park his car on a weekday
morning. Ans. 0.539.

(c) If Mr. X has successfully parked his car one moming, what is the proba
bility that it will be free of charge? Ans. 0.43.
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From a survey of 1000 water-pipe systems in the United States, is of them are
reported to be contaminated by bacteria alone whereas S are reported to have
an excessive level of lead concentration and among these S, there are 2 that
are found to contain bacteria also.

(a) What is the probability that a pipe system selected at random will
contain bacteria? Ans.O.017.

(b) What is the probability that a pipe system selected at random is con
taminated? Ans. 0.02.

(c) Suppose that a pipe system is found to contain bacteria. What is the
probability that its lead concentration is also excessive? Ans. 2//7.

(d) Assume that the present probability of contamination as computed in
part (b) is not satisfactory, and it is proposed that it should not exceed ,
0.01. Suppose that it is difficult to control the lead contarnination, but •
it is possible to reduce the Iikelihood of bacteria contamination. What
should be the permissible probability of bacteria contamination?
Assume that the value of the conditional probability cornputed in
part (c) stili applies. Al1s.0.00567.

The structufal component shown in Fig. P2.2S has welds to be inspected for
f1aws. From experieiice, the likelihood of detecting flaws in a foot of weld
provided by the manufaclurer is 0.1 ; and the probability of detecting flaws
iii a weld of leiigth L ft is given by

P(FL) = O.IL for O ~ L ~ 2ft

In general, the quality between sections of welds in a structural componeni is

.------..,
A. ~.

W.ldi

2.24

2.25

Figure P2.2;;
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-"-------LI'
i. 2" I· 2" ,i
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Figure P2.27

2.28 Pollution is becoming a problem in eities i and II. City i is affected by both
air and water pollution, whereas city II is subjected to air pollution only.
A three-year plan has been put into action to control these sources of pollu
tion in both eities. it is estimated that the air pollution in eity i will be success
fully controlled is 4 times as likely as that in eity II. However, if air pollution
in eity II is controlled, then air pollution in city i will be controllcd with 90%
probability.

The control of water pollution in city i may be assumed to be independent
of the control of air pollution in both eities. In eity I, the probability that
pollution will be completely controlled (that is, both sources are controlled)
is 0.32, whereas it is also estimated that water pollution is only half as likely
to be controlled as the air pollution in that eity. Let

Ai be the event "air pollution in eity I is controlled"

An be the event "air pollution in city II is controlled"

Wi be the event "water pollution in eity I is controlled"
Determine:

(a) Probability that air pollution will be controlled in both eities. Ans. 0.l8.
(b) Probability that pollution in both cities will be completely controlled.

Ans.O.072.

(c) Probability that at least one eity will be free of pollution. Ans. 0.448.

• 2.29 A form of transportation is to be provided between two eities that are 200
miles apar!. The alternatives are highway (H), railway (R), or air transport

I. 200mlles .1

Figure P2.29
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(.11.); the last one meaning the construction of airports in both cities. (See
Fig. P2.29.) Because of the relative merits and costs, the odds that a Com
mittee of Planners will decide on R, H, orA are 1 to 2 to 3. Onlyone of these
three means can be constructed.

However, if the committee decides on building a railroad (R), the prob
ability that it will be completed in one year is 50%; ifit decides on a highway
(H), the corresponding probability is 75%; and if it decides on air travel,
there is a probability of 90 % that the airports will be completed in one year.

(a) What is the probability that the two cities will have a means of trans
portation in one year?

(b) If some transportaQQA facility between the two eities is completed in
one year, what is the probability that it will be air transport (A)?

(c) If the committee decides in favor of land facilities, what is the probability
that the final decision will be for a highway (H)?

2.30 "Liquefaction of sand" denotes a phenomenon in foundation engineering,
in which a mass of saturated sand suddenly loses its bearing capacity because of
rapid changes in loading conditions-for example, resulting from earthquake
vibrations. When this happens, disastrous effects on structures built on the
site may follow.

For simplieity, rate earthquake intensities into low (L), medium (M),
and high (H). The Iikelihoods of liqueflilction associated with earthquakes
of these intensities are, respectively(Q~,;O;2.0; and j).9O.

Assume that the relative frequencieifof oçcurrence~of earthquakes of these
intensities are, respectively, 1:;':O.i"andO.Ol:per year.

(a) What is the probability that the next earthquake is of law intensity?
Ans.0.9.

(b) What is the probability of liquefaction of sand at the site during the
next earthquake? Ans. 0.07.

(c) What is the probability that the sand will survive the next three earth
quakes (that is, no Iiquefaction)? Assume the conditions between
earthquakes are statistically independent. Ans. 0.80.

2.31 There are three modes of transporting material from New York to Florida,
namely, by land, sea, or air. Alsa land transportation may be by rail or
highway. About half of the materials are transported by land, 30% by sea,
and the rest by air.

Alsa, 40% of all land transportation is by highway and the rest by rail
shipments. The percentages of damaged cargo are, respectively, 10% by
highway, 5% by rail, 6% by sea, and 2% by air.

(a) What percentage of all cargoes may be expected to be damaged?
(b) if adamaged cargo is received, what is the probability that it was

shipped by land? By sea? By air?
2.31 The amount of stored water in a reservoir (Fig. P2.32a) may be idealized into

three states: full (F), half-full (H), and empty (E). Because of the probabilistic
nature of the inflowing water into the reservoir, as well as the outflow from
the reservoir to meet uncertain demand for water, the amount of water
stored may shift from one state to another during each season. Suppose that
these transitional probabilities from one state to another are as indicated in
Fig. P2.32b. For example, in the beginning of a season, if the water storage
is empty, the probability that it will become half-full at the end of the season
is 0.5 and the probability that it will remain empty is 0.4, and so on. Assume
that the water level is full at the start of the season.
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(a) What Is the probability that the reservoir will be full at the end of one
season? What is the probability that the reservoir will contain water
at the end of one season? Ans. 0.2; 0.9.

(b) What is the probability that the reservoir will be full at the end of the
second season? Ans. 0.33.

(c) What is the probability that the reseryoir will contain water at the end of
the second season? Ans. 0.73.

2.33 At a quarry, the time required to load crushed rocks onto a truck is equally
likely to be either 2 or 3 minutes (Fig. P2.33). AIso the number of trucks
in a queue waiting to be loaded at any time varies considerably, as ref1ected
in the following set of 30 obseryations taken at random. The time required to

Full

Half-Full

Figure P2.32a

No. of trucks
in queue

O

1
2
3
4
5

Figure P2.32b

No. of
obseryations

6
3
9
9
3
O

Total = 30

0.1

0.1

Relative

frequency

0.2
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.0

i.34

(b) Before arriving at the quarry (and thus not knowing the size of the
queue), what is the probability that the waiting time of a partieular
truck will be less than 5 minutes? Ans. 0.375. •.

A chemical plant produces a variety of products using four different proe
esses; the available labor is sufficient only to run one process at a time. The
plant manager knows that the discharge of dangerous poiiution into the
plant waste water system and thence into a nearby stream is dependent on
which process equipment is in operation. The probability that a particular
process will be producing dangerous poiiution products is as shown below:

process A 40 %

process B 5%

process C 30 %

process D iO ?,~

Aii other processes in the plant are considered harmless.
In a typical month the relative Iikelihoods of processes A, B, C, and D

operating through the month are 2: 4: 3 : i, respectively.
(a) What is the probability that there will be no dangerous poiiution dis

charged in a given month?
(b) if dangerous pollution is detected in the plant discharge, what is the

probability that process A was operating?
(c) The pollution products that are diseharged by the various processes

have different probabilities of producing a fish kill in the stream that the
plant uses for disposal, as follows.

Process Probability of fish kill

A M
B QI
C Q8
D Q3

load a truck is statistically independent of the queue size.
(a) If there are two trucks in the queue when a truck arrives at the quarry,

what is the probability that its "waiting time" will be less than 5 minutes?
Ans.0.25.

A«««««(i«««««~

Quorry

0·····000
Queue Size

Figure P2.33

Based on these assumptions what is the probability that fish will be
killed by pollution in the stream in a given month?

(d) Of the four processes, which is the most fruitful one (in terms of mini
mizing the likelihood of fish kill) to select for clean-up if onlyone can
be improved?

Z.35 The probability of oceurrence of fire in a subdivision has been estimated to be
30% for one occurrence and 10% for two occurrences in a year. Assume that
the chance for three or more oecurrences is negligible. In a fire, the probability
that it will cause structural damage is 0.2. Assume that structural damages
between fires are statistically independent.

(a) What is the probability that there will be no structural damage caused
by fire in a year? Ans. 0.904.

(b) if a smail town consists of two such subdivisions, what is the probability
that there will be some structural damage caused by fire in the town in
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a year? Assume that the events of fire-induced structural damage in the
two subdivisions are statistically independent. Ans. 0.183 .

• 2.36 At a construction project, the amount of material (say lumber for falsework)
available for any day is variable, and can be described with the frequency
diagram of Fig. P2.36. The amount of material used in aday's constructi6n
is either 150 units or 250 units, with corresponding probabilities 0.70 and
0.30.

(a) What is the probability of shortage of material in any day? Shortage
occurs whenever the available material is less than the amount needed
for that day's construction.

(b) if there is a shortage of material, what is the probability that there
were fewer than 200 units available?

0.6%
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Figure P2.38

Figure P2.36 Frequency diagram of A

The completion time of a construction project depends on whether the
carpenters and plumbers working on the project will go on strike. The
probabilities of delay (D) are 100%;80%,40%, and 5 % if both go on strike,
carpenters alone go on strike, plumbers alone go on strike, and Il,?itherof them
strikes, respectively. AIso, there is 60% chance that plumbers will strike if
carpenters strike, and if plumbers go on strike there is 30% chance that
carpenters would follow. it is known that the chance for the plumbers'
strike is 10%. Let

c = event that carpenters went on strike

P = event that plumbers went on strike

D = delay in project completion

(a) Determine probability of delay in completion. Alls. 0.118.
(b) if there is adelay in completion, determine the following:

(i) Probability that both carpenters and plumbers strike. Ans. 0.254.
(ii) Probability that carpenters strike and plumbers do not. Ans.0.136.

(iii) Probability of carpenters' strike. Ans. 0.390.

The water supply for a city comes from two reservoirs, a and b (Fig. P2.38).
Because of variable rainfall conditions each year, the amount of water in
each reservoir may exceed or not exceed the normal capacity. Let A denote
the event that the water in reservoir a exceeds its normal capacity, and let B
denote that for reservoir b. The following probabilities are given: P(B) = 0.8,
P(AB) = 0.6, P(A i li) = 0.7. In addition, the probabilities that the city
will have satisfactory supply of water if oiily one reservoir exceeds, both
reservoirs exceed, and Iloiie of the reservoir exceeds the normal capacities are

2.37

2.38

'c"
of

••

o

0.4%
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A • 2.39

2.40

2.41

0.7,0.9, and 0.3, respectively. What is the probability that the city will have
satisfactory water supply? Ans. 0.764.
A water tower is iocated in an active earthquake region. When an earthquake
occurs, the probability that the tower will fail depends on the magnitude of
the earthquake and also on the amount of storage in the tank at the time of
shaking of the ground. For simplieity, assume that the tank is either full
(F) or half-full (H) with relative likelihoods of i to 3. The earthquake mag
nitude may be assumed to be either strong (8) or weak (W) with relative
frequencies i to 9.

When a strong earthquake occurs, the tower will definitely collapse
regardless of the storage leveI. However, the tower will certainly survive a
weak earthquake if the tank is only half-full. if the tank is full during a weak
earthquake, it wiII have a 50-50 chance of survivai'

if the tower collapsed during arecent earthquake, what is the probability
that the tank was full at the time of the earthquake?

For a county in Texas, the probabilities that it will be hit by one or two hurri
canes each year are 0.3 and 0.05, respectively. The event that it wiII be hit
by three or more hurricanes in a year may be assumed to have negligible
probability.

This county may be subjected to Iloods each year from the melting of snow
in the upstream regions, or from the heavy precipitation brought by hurri
canes, or both. Normally, the chance of Ilood in a year, caused by the melting
snow only, is iO%. However, during a hurricane there is a 25 % probability
of Ilooding. Assume that Iloods caused by the melting snow and Iloods
caused by hurricanes are independent events.

What is the probability that there wiII be f100ding in this county in a year?

Before the design of a tunnel through a rocky region, geological exploration
was conducted to investigate the joints and the potential slip surfaces that
exist in the rock strata (Fig. P2.41). For economic reasons, only portions of
the strata are explored. In addition the measurements recorded by the instru
ments are not perfectly reliable. Thus the geologist can only condude that the
eondition of the rock may be either highly fissured (H), medium fissured (M),
or slightly fissured (L) with relative likelihoods of i: 1:8. Based on this



information, the engineer designs the tunnel and estimates that if the rock
condition is L, the reliability of the proposed design is 99.9%. However,
if it turns out that the rock condition is M, the probability of failure will be
doubled; similarly, if the rock condition is' H, the probability of failure will
be LO times that for condition L.

(a) What is the expected reliability of the proposed tunnel design? Ans.
0.998.

(b) A more reliable device is subsequently used to improve the prediction
of rock condition. lls results indicate that a highly fissured condition for
the rock around the tunnel. is practically impossible, but it cannot give
better information on the relative Iikelihood between rock conditions,
M and L. In light of this new information, what would be the revised
reliability of the proposed tunnel design? An.<. 0.9989.

(c) if the tunnel collapsed, what should be the updated probabilities of M
and L? Ans. 0.2; 0.8.

2.42 Three research and development groups, A, B, and C, submitted proposals
for aresearch project to be awarded by aresearch ageney of the government.
From past performance records, }he respective histograms of completion
time relative to the scheduled tp'get time to are shown in Fig. P2.42. it is
known that groups A and B have about equal chances of getting the project,
whereas C is twice as likely as either A or B to win the contracl.
Based on past performance records, determIne:

(a) The probability that the project will be completed on schedule. Aiis.
0.60.

(b) if the project completion is delayed, what is the probability that it was
originally awarded to c? Ans. 0.25.

Two independent remDte sensing devices, A and B, mDunted Dn an airplane
are used to determine the locations of diseased trees in a large area of forest
land. The detectability of device A is 0.8 (that is, the probability that a grDup
Dfdiseased trees will be detected by device A is 0.8), whereas the detectability
of device B is 0.9.

However, when a group of diseased trees has been detected its IDcatiDn
may not be pinpointed accurately by either device. Based .Dn a detectiDn
frDm device A alone, the IDcatiDn can be accurately determined with prDb
ability 0.7, whereas the cDrrespDnding prDbability with device B alDne is
Dnly 0.4. if the same grDup Df diseased trees is detected by bDth devices, its
locatiDn can be pinpointed with certainty. Determine the fOIlDwing.

(a) The probability that a group of diseased trees wiII be detected. Ans.
0.98.

(b) The probability that a grDup of diseased trees wiII be detected by only
one device. Ans. 0.26.

(c) The probability of accurately IDcating a group of diseased trees. Ans.
0.848.
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Thus far (and this wiII continue through Chapter 4), we have been
dealing with idealized theoretieal models. In partieular, we have assumed,
taeitly at least, that the probability distribution of a randam variable,
or its main deseriptors, are known. In a real problem, of eourse, these must
be estimated and inferred or derived on the basis of real-world data and
eoiiditions. The eoneepts and methods for these purposes are the subjects
of Chapters 5 to 8.

PROBLEMS

Sedion 3.1

3.1 A eontraetor is submilting bids to J jobs, A, B, and C. The probabilities
that he willwin eaeh of the three jobs are PeA) = O.S,P(B) = 0.8, and P( c) 
0.2, respeetively. Assume events A, B, C are statistieally independent.
Let X be the total number of jobs the eontraetor will win.

(a) What are the possible values of X? Compute and plot the probability
mass funetion (PMF) of the random variable X.

(b) Plot the distribution funetion of X.
(c) Determine P(X :s: 2). Ans. 0.92.
(d) Determine P(O < X :s: 2). Ans. 0.84.

3.2 The settlement of a strueture has the probability density funetion shown in
Fig. P3.2.

(a) What is the probability that the setllement is less than 2 cm?
(b) What is the probability that the settlement is between 2 and 4 cm?
(c) if the setllement is observed to be more than 2 cm, what is the probabiUty

that it will be less than 4 cm?

3.3 The bearing eapacity of the soit under a eolumn-footing foundation is known
to vary between 6 and iS kips/sq n. Its probability density within this range
is given as

3.4 The time duration of a foree acting on a strueture has been found to be a
random variable having the density funetion shown in Fig. P3.4.

(a) Determine the appropriate values of a and b for the density funetion.
(b) Caleulate the mean and median for the variable T.
(c) Caleulate the probability that T will be equal to or greater than 6 see,

that is PeT ~ 6).
3.5 A eonstruetion project eonsisted of building a major bridge across ariver

and a road linking it to a eity (Fig. PJ.5a). The eontraetual time for the entire
project is 15 months.

The eontraetor knows that the eonstruetion of the road will require between
12 and 18 months, and the bridge eould take between LO and 20 months.
The probability density funetions of the respeetive eompletion times, how
ever, are uniform for the road, and triangular for the bridge, as shown in
Figs. P3.5b and c. Construetion of the road and bridge can proeeed simultane
ously, and the eompletion of the bridge and the road are statistieal1y inde
pendent.

Determine the probability of eompleting the project within the eontraetual
time.

------\1/ •••••;..-_---- CiL

.•..•.•..•,;~/(ROod
=~",,"'"

Figure P3.5o

!x(x) = 2\(1 - ~)
=0

6 :s: x :s: IS

elsewhere
'T(I) 'T(II

if the eolumn is designed to earry a load of 7.5 kips/sq ft, what is the prob
ability of faiture of the foundation?

3.6 in order to repair the eraeks that may exist in a 10-ft weld, a nondestruetive
testing (NDT) device is used first to deteet the loeation of eraeks. Beeause
eraeks may exist in various shapes and sizes, the probability that a eraek
will be deteeted by the NDT device is only 0.8. Assume that the events of
eaeh eraek being deteeted are statistical1y independent.

(a) If there are two eraeks in the weld, what is the probability that they
would not be detected?

(b) The aetual number of eraeks N in the weld is not known. However, its

Figure P3.5c

I, monthi"12

Figure P3.5b

16
i••ee .

Figure P3.4
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• , •• ttl.ment in cin.

Figure P3.2
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PMF is given as in Fig. P3.6. What is the probability that the NDT
device will fai! to detect any crack in this weld?

(c) Determine the mean, variance, and coefficient of variation of N based
on the PMF given in Fig. P3.6.

(d) if the device fails to detect any crack in the weld, what is the probability
that the weld is f1awless (that is, no crack at all)?

Suppose the duration (in months) of a construction job can be modeled as a
continuous random variable Twhose cumulative distribution function (CDF)
is given by

x (m)20

lt " increase in Wat.r Le",1
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Figure p3.9c
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Figure p3.9b
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reservoir when such an earthquake oceurs, the lower reservoir water may or
may not overflow dam B. Suppose that the water level at reservoir B, during
an earthquake, is either 25 m or 35 m, as shown in Fig. P3.9b; and the
increase in the e1evation of water level in B caused by the additional water
from reservoir A is a continuous random variable with the probability
density function given in Fig. P3.9c.

(a) Determine the value of a in Fig. P3.9c.
(b) What is the probability of overflow at B during a strong-motion

earthquake?
(c) if there were no overflow at B during an earthquake, what is the prob

ability that the original water level in reservoir B is ~5 m?

3.10 A stretch of an intercity freeway has 3 one-way lanes and 2 convertible
Ianes. The capacity of the highway when the 3 lanes are used is 100 cars per
minute. Its capacity when 5 lanes are used is 140 cars per minute.

i :s; i :s; 2

i < i
i > 2

Figure 1'3.8 PDF of waiting time

'~.
i, Wolf'"", Time, hours

0,1

FT(t) = i2 - 2i + i
=0
= i

0,6

n. numb,r of crocks

0,3

(a) Determine the corresponding density functionfT(i).
(b) Compute PeT > 1.5).

The waiting time at airport A of city B has a density function shown in Fig.
P3.8. The waiting time is measured from the time a traveler enters the terminal
to the time when he is airbome. .

The travel time from hotel C to the airport depends on the transportation
mode and may be assumed to be 0.75, i.00, and i.25 hours corresponding to
travel by rapid transit, taxi, and limousine, respectively. The probability
of a traveler's taking each mode of transportation is as follows:

i' (rapid transit) = 0.3
P (taxi) = 0.4

P (Hmousine) = 0.3

(a) What is the probabi!ity that a traveler will be airbome in at most 3 hr
after \eaving hotel C? Ans. 0.436.

(b) Given that the traveler is airbome within 3 hr, what is the probability
that he took the \imousine? Ans. 0.234.

Two reservoirs are located upstream of a town; the water is held back by two
dams A and B. Dam B is 40 m high. (See Fig. P3.9a.) During a strong-motion
earthquake, dam A will su/fer damage and water will f10w downstream
into the lower reservoir. Depending on the amount of water in the upper

3.9

3.7

3.8

Figure 1'3.6

Figure 1'3.10 PDF of traffie volume. (a) Normal traffie. (b) Heavy traffie
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Three lanes of the freeway is used when there is normal trafik whereas all
five lanes will be used whenever there is heavy traflk volume. The density
funetion of the trafik volumes in eaeh case are shown in Figs. P3.IOa and b.

On a given day, if normal traflk is twiee as Iikely as heavy traflk, what is
the probability that the capacity of the freeway will be surpassed?

3.11 A traveler going from city A to eity C must pass through eity B (Fig. P3. ila).
The quantities Ti and T2 are the times of travel from city A to city B and
from city B to city C, in hours, respectively, whieh are statistieal1y independent
random variables. The probability mass funetions of Ti and T2are as shown in
Figs. P3.J Ib and c. The time required to go through eity B may be eonsid
ered a deterministie quantity equal to i hr.

(a) Caleulate the mean, the variance, the standard deviation, and the
eoeffieient of variation of Ti.

(b) Determine the PMF of the total time of travel from city A to city C.
Sketeh your results graphieally.

(c) What is the probability that the travel time from city A to city C will
be at least 8 hr?

Determine the design eapaeity of the highway and the eorresponding
probability of exceedanee (that is, eapaeity is less than traffie volume)
for eaeh of the four cases.

(b) Assume that the aetual eapacity of the highway after it is built is either
300 or 350 vehicles per hr with relative likelihoods of i to 4. What is the
probability that the eapaeity will be exeeeded?'ki

o 100 200 300 400 ••
LI. number of vehlcles

Figure P3.12 PDF of hourIy traffie volume
8

PT. (12)

O.!!

LO :s; r :s; 20

elsewhere

3
!R(r) = -(r - 10)(20 - r)500

=0

3.13 The lateral resistanee of a smail building frame is random with the density
funetion

(a) Plot the density funetion!R(r) and the eumulative distribution funetion
FR(r).

(b) Determine:
(i) Mean value of R.

(ii) Median of R.
(iii) Mode of R.
(iv) Standard deviation of R. Ans. '115.
(v) Coeffieient of variation of R. Ans. 0.149.
(vi) Skewness eoefficienL Ans. O.

3.14 The delay time of a eonstruetion project is described with a random variable X.
Suppose that X is a djserete variale with probability mass funetion given in
Table P.3.14a. The penaliy for Iate completion of the project depends on the

t2" hour.
4 !! 6

0.2!! i 0.2!!

O

Figure P3.11c

AO--
Figure P3.11a
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34
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Figure P3.11b

3.li The hourly volume of traffie for a proposed highway is distributed as in
Fig. P3.12.

(a) The traffie engineer may design the highway eapacity equal to the
following.

(i) The mode of X.
(ii) The mean of X.

(iii) The median of X.
(iv) X.DO' the 9O-pereentile value, which is defined as FX(x.90) = 0.90.

Table P3.14a. PMF of X Table P3.14b. Penalty funetion

Xi

Xig(Xi)

in days
Px (Xi)(days)($100,000)--i 0.5 i5

2
0.3 26

3
0.1 37

4
0.1 47



(c) In rare cases, the beam may be subjected to the combination of the
concentrated load and the uniform load; what will be the reliability
(probability ofno failure) of the beam when this case occurs? Ans.0.308.

(d) Suppose that the beam had survived under the concentrated load. What
will be the probability that it will survive under the combined loads?
Ans.0.316.

(e) Suppose that a reliability level of 99,5 % is desired, and the beam Is
subjected only to the uniform load w across the span. What will be the
maximum allowable w? Ans. 0.484 kipiIt.

A portion of an activity network is shown in Fig. P3. i8; an arrow indicates
the starting and ending of an activity. Activity C can start only after comple
tion of both activities A and B, whereas activity D can start only after com
pletion of C. A, B, C, D are statistically independent activities.

The scheduled starting dates are as follows, and an activity cannot start
earlier than its scheduled date. (For simplkity, assume all months have
30 days.)
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number of days of delay; that is, penalty = g(Xi)' The penalty function is
given in Table P3.I4b in units of $100,000.

(a) Calculate the mean penalty for this project. Ans. $570,000.
(b) Calculate the standard deviation of the penalty. Ans. $78,000.

Section 3.2

3.15 if the annual precipitation X in a city is anormal variate with a mean of 50 in.
and a coefficient of variation of 0.2, determine the following.

(a) The standard deviation of X.
(b) P(X < 30).
(c) P(X > 60).
(d) P(40 < X :o; 55).

(e) Probability that X is within 5 in. from the mean annual precipitation.
(f) The value Xo such that the probability of the annual precipitation ex-

ceeding Xo is only 1/4 that of not exceeding xo.

3.16 The present air traffic volume at an airport (number of landings and takeoffs)
during the peak hour is a normal variate with a mean of 200 and a standard
deviation of 60 airplanes (Fig. P3.I6).

(a) if the present runway capacity (for landings and takeoffs) is 350 planes
per hr, what is currently the daily probability of air traffic congestion?
Assume there is one peak hour daily. Ans. 0.0062.

(b) if no additional airports or expansion is built, what would be the
probability of congestion 10 years hence? Assume that the mean traffic
volume is increasing linearIyat iO% of current volume per year, and the
coefficient of variation remains the same. Ans. 0.662.

(c) If the projected growth is correct, what airport capacity will be required
10 years from now to maintain the present service condition (that is,
the same probability of congestion as now)? Ans. 700.
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Figure P3.16

The moment capacity M for the cantilever beam shown in Fig. P3.I7 is
constant throughout the entire span. Because of uncertainties in material
strength, M is assumed to be Gaussian with mean 50 kip-ft and coefficient
of variation 20 %. Failure occurs if the moment capacity is exceeded anywhere
in the beam.

(a) if only a concentrated load 3 kips is applied at the free end, what is the
probability that the beam will fail? Ans. 0.023.

(b) if only a uniform load of 0.5 kips/ft is applied on the entire beam, what
is the probability that the beam will fail? Ans. 0.006.
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Activities A & B: May 1
Activity C : June i
Activity D : August 1

The times required to complete each activity are Gaussian random variables
as follows.

Activity A: N(25 days, 5 days)

Activity B: N(26 days, 4 days)

Activity C: N(48 days, 12 days)

Activity D: N(40 days, 8 days)

Assume that both activities A and B started on schedule, that is, on May I.
(a) Determine the probability that activity C will not start on schedule.

Ans.0.292.

(b) The availability of labor is such that unless C is started on schedule
the necessary work force will be diverted to another project and thus
will be unavailable for this activity for at least 90 days. What is the
probability that activity D will start on schedule? Ans. 0.596.

A contractor estimates that the expected time for the completion of job A
is 30 days. Because of uncertainties that exist in the labor market, materials
supply, bad weather conditions, and so on, he Is not sure that he will finish
the job in exactly 30 days. However, he is 90% confident that the job will
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fH (h)

Figure P3.22b

Figure P3.23

~-

A water distribution subsystem consists of pipes AB, BC, and AC as shown
in Fig. P3.23. Because of differences in elevation and in hydraulic head loss
in the pipes and associated uncertainties, the capacity of each pipe (which
is defined as the maximum rate of flow) is given as follows, in cfs (eubic
feet/see):

AB: capacity is Gaussian with mean 5, COV 10%

BC: capacity is log-normal with median 5, COV 10%

AC: capacity equal to 8 or 9 with equal likelihood

(a) Determine the probability that the capacity of the braneh ABC will
exceed 4 cfs. Ans. 0.963.

h, depth in tt
(b)

(o)

adequate for any storm with runoff rate less than 8 cfs. Assume that the
maximum runoff rates between storms are statistically independent.

(a) What is the mean and variance of the number of rainstorms in a year
for the city?

(b) What is the probability of flooding during a rainstorm? Ans. 0.187.
(c) What is the probability of flooding in a year? Ans. 0.189.

The depth to which a pile can be driven without hitting the rock stratum is
denoted as H (Fig. P3.22i1). For a certain construction site, suppose that this
depth has a log-normal distribution (Fig. P3.22b) with mean of 30 ft and
COV of 20%. In order to provide satisfactory support, a pile should be
embedded i ri into the rock stratum.

(a) What is the probability that a pile of length 40 ri will not anchor
satisfactorily in rock? Ans. 0.10.

(b) Suppose a 40-ri pile has been driven 39 ri into the ground and rock has
not yet been encountered. What is the probability that an additional
5 ft of pile welded to the original length will be adequate to anchor this
pile satisfactorily in rock? Ans.0.71.

3.23

Figure P3.22a

3.22

MaximumRunoff Role, cfs

Figure P3.21b

o
Number. Of Rainstorms In A Year

0.2

0.4

0.3

be completed within 40 days. Let X denote the number of days required to
complete job A.

(a) Assume X to be a Gaussian random variable; determine tt and (J

and also the probability that X will be less than 50, based on the given
information. Ans.0.9948.

(b) Recall that a Gaussian random variable ranges from - ro to + ro.
Thus X may take on negative values that are physically impossible.
Determine the probability of such an occurrence. Based on this result,
is the assumption of the normal distribution for X reasonable? Ans.
0.00006.

(c) Let us now assume that X has a log-normal distribution with the same
expected value and variance as those in the normal distribution of
part (a). Determine the parameters A and " and also the probability
that X will be less than 50. Compare this with the result of part (a).
Ans. 0.9817.

3.20 From records of repairs of construction equipments, it is found that the
failure-free operation time (that is, time between breakdowns) of an equip
ment may be modeled with a log-normal variate, with a mean of 6 months
and a standard deviation of 1.5 months. As the engineer in charge of main
taining the operational condition of a fleet of construction equipment, you
wish to have at least a 90% probability that a piece of equipment will be
operational at any time.

(a) How often should each piece of equipment be scheduled for mainte
nance? Ans. 4.22 months.

(b) if a particular piece of equipment is stili in good operating condition
at the time it is scheduled for maintenance, what is the probability that
it can operate for at least another month without its regular mainte
nance? Ans. 0.749.

3.21 A system of storm sewers is proposed for a city. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the sewer system in preventing flooding of the streets, the
following information has been gathered. Figure P3.21a shows the probability
mass function for the number of occurrences of rainstorm each year in the
city. Figure P3.21b shows the distribution of the maximum runoff rate in each
storm, which is log-normal with a median of 7 cfs (cubic feet/sec) and COV
of 15%. From hydraulic analysis, the proposed sewer system is shown to be

Figure P3.21a

PNln) fR(r)
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(b) Determine the probability that the total capacity of the subsystem shown
above will exceed 13 cfs. Ans. 0.607. (Hint. Use conditional probability.)

A construction project is at present 30 days away from the scheduled comple
tion date. Depending on the weather condition in the next month, the time
required for the remaining construction will have log-normal distributions asfollow8:

Based on preliminary investigation, the weather in the next month would be
equally Iikely to be good or bad.

(a) What is the probability that there will be adelay in the completion of
the project? Ans. 0.306.

(b) A weather specialist is hired to obtain additional information on the
weather condition for the next month. However, the specialist is not
perfect in his prediction. In general, his predietions are correct 90%
of the time, that is P(PG i G) = 0.9 and P(PB i B) = 0.9, where PG,
PB denote the event that he predicts good and bad weather, respectively,
and G, B denote the event that the weather is actually good and bad,
respectively. Suppose that the specialist predieted good weather for the
next month. What is the updated probability that there will be adelay
in the completion of the project? Ans. 0.150.

A compacted subgrade is required to have a specified density of 110 pef
(pounds per cu ft). It will be acceptable if 4 out of 5 cored samples have at
least the specified density.

(a) Assuming each sample has a probability of 0.80 of meeting the required
density, what is the probability that the subgrade will be acceptable?Ans.0.737.

(b) What should the probability ofeach sample be in order to achieve a 80%
probability of an acceptable subgrade?

The following is the 20-year record of the annual maximum wind velocity V
in town A (in kilometers per hour, kph).

3.24

3.25

3.26

Weather

Good
Bad

Time required (days)

it = 25, 11 = 4
Median = 30, 11 = 6

(a) Baiied on this record, estimate the probability that V will exceed 80 kph
in any given year.

(b) What is the probability that in the next Lo years there will be exactly 3
years with annual maximum wind velocity exceeding 80 kph?

(c) if a temporary structure is designed to resist a maximum wind velocity
of 80 kph, what is the probability that this design wind velocity will
be exceeded during the structure's lifetime of 3 years?

(d) How would the answer in part (c) change, if the design wind velocity is
increased to 85 kph?

3.27 The sewers in a city are designed for arainfall having a return period of 10
ciL years.

(a) What is the probability that the sewers will be flooded for the first time
in the third year after completion of construction?

(b) What is the probability of flooding within the first 3 years?
(c) What is the probability of flooding in 3 of the first 5 years?
(d) What is the probability of onlyone flood within 3 years?

3.28 A preliminary planning study on the design of a bridge over ariver recom
mended a permissible probability of 30% of the bridge being inundated by
ftood in the next 25 years.

(a) If p denotes the probability that the design f100d level for the bridge
will be exceeded in i year, what should the value of p be to satisfy the
design criterion given above? [Hint. For smail value of x, (i - x)n "'"i - nx.)

(b) Whaa is the return period of this design f1ood? Ans. 83.4 years.

3.29 Figure P3.29 shows a 4o-ft soil stratum where boulders are randomly depos-
•• ited. Piles are designed to be driven to rock. For simpIicity, assume that the

stratum can be divided into 4 independent layers of 10 ft each, that the
probability of hitting a boulder within each 10-ft layer is 0.02, and that the
probability of hitting 2 or more boulders within each layer is negligible.

(a) What is the probability that a pile will be successfully driven to rock
without hitting any boulder?

(b) What is the probability that it will hit at most i boulder on its way to
rock?

(c) What is the probability that a pile will hit the first boulder in layer C?
(d) Suppose the foundation of a smail building requires a group of 4 such

piles driven to rock. What is the probability that no boulders will be

Year V (kph)YearV (kph)

~Piie

1950 78.2196078.41951 75.8196176.4 oLI o!.ayerA 110ft1952 81.8196272.9 tt-----1953 85.2196376.0 ==o ==~_______B-t0ft

1954
75.9196479.3

i i o C IOft

1955 78.2196577.4 LJ
1956 72.3196677.1 ------------ ---- --o IIOft

o
1957

69.3196780.8
">(W''{\WX<Y%'VJA$WXW?X< v;;cw»t<VJI« v>A::CVJ::t.WJX<V»\\ OM

1958
76.1196870.6

Rock
1959 74.8196973.5

Figure P3.29
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eneountered in driving the piles? Assume that the pile-driving eonditions
between piles are statisticaiiy independent.

3.30 The usefullife per mile of pavement (Fig. P3.30) is deseribed as a log-normal
variate with a median of 3 years and COV of 50%. Life means the usable
time until repair is required. Assume that the lives between any 2 miles of
pavement are statistieaiiy independent. ,

(a) What is the probability that a mile of pavement will require repair in a
year?

(b) Supposethat the design life is speeified to be the 5-pereentile life X.oi;

(that is, the pavement life will be less than the design life with probability
5 %). Determine the design life.

(e) What is the probability that there will be no repairs required in the
first year of a 4-mile streteh of pavement?

(d) What is the probability that 2 of the 4 miles will need repairs in the
first year?

(e) What is the probability of repairs of the 4-mile streteh in the first 3
years of use?

(f) What is the probability that the first repair of the 4-mile streteh will
oeeur in the seeond year? (Note that the eondition in the seeond year
is not independent of the first year.) Ans. 0.543.

i
Fi.gure P.1.30

4 miles

life per mlle, years
'"'"'1 ili ,

5 6 7 h, m

Figure P3.31

the following specifieation. The height of the dam will be so seleeted that in the
next 3 years this height will be safe against f100ds with a probability of 94 %.

(a) Determine the required return period of the design f1ood. Ans. 50 years.
(b) Determine the design height that will meet this requirement. Ans.

6.8m.

3.33 For quality eontrol purposes, 3 specimens in the form of 6-in.-diameter
eylinders are taken at random from a bateh of eonerete, and eaeh speeimen
is tested for its eompressive strengtli. A speeimen will pass the strength test if
it survives an axial eompressive load of II kips. From previous reeord,
the eontraetor eoncIudes that the histogram of erushing strength of similar
eonerete speeimens ean be satisfaetorily modeled by a normal distribution
with mean 14.68 kips and standard deviation 2.1 kips, that is, N(14.68. 2.1).

(a) What is the probability that a speeimen picked at random will pass the
test?

(b) If the speeifieation requires aii 3 speeimens to pass the test for the
bateh of eonerete to be aeeeptable, what is the probability that a bateh
of eonerete prepared by this eontraetor wiii be rejeeted?

(e) The eontraetor prepares a bateh of eonerete eaeh day. What is the
probability that at most one bateh of eonerete will be rejeeted.for a
2-day period?

(d) Repeat part (b), if the speeifieation is relaxed so that one failure out of
the 3 specimens tested is aiiowed.

(e) The eontraetor may use a better grade of eonerete mix, and together
with better workmanship and supervision, he ean improve the mean
erushing strength of eonerete specimen to 16.5 kip, while redueing the
eoeflicient of variation to 90% of its previous value. What is the prob
ability for a bateh to be aeeeptable now? Assume that the erushing
strength of the eonerete is a normal variate, and no failures are aiiowed
in the 3 specimens tested. Ans. 0.986.

3.34 Three f100d eontrol dikes are built to prevent f100ding of the low plain as
show n in Fig. P3.34. The dikes are designed as foiiows.

(i) Design f100d of Dike i is the 20-year flood of river A.
(ii) Design f100d of Dike II is the lO-year flood of river A.

(iii) Design flood of Dike III is the 25-year flood of river b.
Assume that the f100ds in rivers A and B are statistieally independent; also,
the failures of dikes 1 and II are statistieally independent.

(a) Within a year, determine the probability of flooding of the low plain
eaused by river A only. Ans. 0.145.

Figiire P3.34

3.31 The maximum annual f100d level of ariver is denoted by H (in meters).
Assume that the probability densityol' H is deseribed by the triangular
distribution shown in Fig. P3.31.

(a) Determine the f100d height h20 whieh has a mean reeurrenee interval
(return period) of 20 years.

(b) What is the probability that during the next 20 years the river height H
will exeeed h20 at Ieast onee?

(e) What is the probability that during the next 5 years the value of h20

will be exeeeded exaetly onee?
(d) What is the probability that h20 will be exeeeded at most twiee during

the next 5 years?

3.32 For the river in Problem 3.31, a eontrol dam will be eonstrueted aeeording to

~
River A

~'Ii

River B

Figure P3.35
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(b) What is the probability of flooding of the low plain area in II year?
.1ns.0.179.

(c) What is the probability of no flooding of the low plains in 4 consecutive
years? .1ns. 0.454.

A county is bounded by streams .1 and B (Fig. P3.35). From flow record, the
annual maximum flow in .1 may be modeled by a normal distribution with
mean 1000 cfs and COV 20%, whereas that in B may be modeled bya log
normal distribution with mean 800 cfs and COV 20%. The capacities
(defined as the maximum flow that can be carried without overfiowing) of
.1 and B are 1200 and 1000 cfs, respectively. Assume the stream flows in .1

and B are statistically independent.
(a) What is the probability that stream .1 will overflow in a year?
(b) What is the probability that stream B will overflow in a year?
(c) What is the probability that the county will be flooded in a year?
(d) What is the probability that the county will be free of floods in the next

3 years?
(e) If it is decided to reduce the probability of overflow in stream .1 to 5 %

a year by enlarging the stream bed at critical locations, what should be
the new capacity of .1?

(f) Suppose that, because of error in prediction, the capacity of stream
B may not be 1000 cfs, and there is a 20% chance that the capacity may
be 1100 cfs. In such a case, what is the probability that stream B will
overflow in a year?

A cofferdam is to be built around a proposed bridge pier location so that
construction of the pier may be carried out "dry" (see Fig. P3.36).

The height of the cofferdam should protect the site from overflow of wave
water during the construction period with a reliability of 95 %. The dist~ibu
tion of the monthly maximum wave height is Gaussian N(S,2) ft above mean
sea level.

(a) If the construction will take 4 months, what should be the design height
of the cofferdam (above mean sea level)? Assume that monthly maxi
mum wave heights are statistically independent. .1iis. 9.46 Lt.

(b) If the time of construction can be shortened by i month with an addi
tional cost of $600, and the cost of constructing the cofferdam is
$2000 per ft (above mean sea level), should the contractor take this
alternative? Assume that the same risk of overflow of wave water stili

applies.

3.35

•

3.36

Cofferdom

~Figure P3 •.16
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3.37

3.38"

3.39

3.40

3.41

A contractor owns 5 trucks for use in his construction jobs. He decides to
institute a new program of truck replacement, using the following procedure:

(i) Any truck that has had more than i major breakdown on the job
within a year will be evaluated to determine how many miles it gets per
gallon of gas.

(ii) Any truck given this special evaluation will be replaced if it gets less than
9 miles per gallon.

From prior experience, the contractor knows two facts with a high degree
of confidence: (i) for each truck, the mean rateof major breakdowns is once
every 0.8 year; and (ii) the gasoline consumption of trucks that have more
than imajor breakdown is a normal variate N(IO, 2.5) in miles per gallon.

(a) What is the probability that a given truck will have more than i break
down within a year?

(b) What is the probability that a truck getiing a special evaluation will
fail to meet the miles-per-gallon test [see part (ii) above]?

(c) What is the probability that a given truck will be replaced within a
year?

(d) What is the probability that the contractor will replace exactly i truck
within a year?

On the average 2 damaging earthquakes occur in a certain country every
5 years. Assume the occurrence of earthquakes is a Poisson process in time.
For this country, complete the following.

(a) Determine the probability of getiing i damaging earthquake in 3 years.
(b) Determine the probability of no earthquakes in 3 years.
(c) What is the probability of having at most 2 earthquakes in one year?
(d) What is the probability of having at least i earthquake in 5 years?

(a) The occurrences of flood may be modeled by a Poisson process. if the
mean occurrence rate of floods for a certain region .1 is once every 8
years, determine the probability of no floods in a lO-year period; of i
flood; of more than 3 floods.

(b) A structure is located in region .1. The probability that it will be inundated,
when a flood occurs, is 0.05. Compute the probability that the structme
will survive if there are no floods; if there is i f1ood; if there are n f1oods.
Assume statistical independence between f1oods.

(c) Determine the probability that the structure will survive over the lO-year
period. .1I1S. 0.939.

Trafik on a one-way street that leads to a toll bridge is to be studied. The
volume of the trafik is found to be 120 vehides per hr 011 the average and
out of which "1 are passenger cars and} are trucks. The toll at the bridge is
$0.50 per car and $2 per truck. Assume that the arrivals ofvehides constitute a
Poisson process.

(a) What is the probability that in a period of i minute, more than 3
vehicles will arrive at the toll bridge? Ans. 0./429.

(b) What is the expected total amount of toll collected at the bridge in a
period of 3 hr?

Strikes among construction workers occur according to the Poisson process;
on the average there is one strike every 3 years. The average duration of a
strike is 15 days, and the corresponding standard deviation is 5 days.

If it costs (in terms of losses) a contractor $10,000 per day of strike, answer
the following.
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(a) What would be the expected loss to the contractor during a strike?
(b) if the strike duration is a normal variate, what is the probability that the

contractor may lose in excess of $20,000 during a strike?
(c) In a job that will take 2 years to complete, what would be the contractor's

expected loss from possible strikes? (Remember that the occurrence of
strikes is a Poisson process.) Ans. $100,000.

3.42 The service stations along a highway are located according to a Poisson
process with an average of 1 service station in LO miles. Because of a gas
shortage, there is a probability of 0.2 that a service station would not have
gasoline available. Assume that the availabilities of gasoline at different
service stations are statistically independent.

(a) What is the probability that there is at most 1 service station in the next
15 miles of highway?

(b) What is the probability that none of the next 3 stations have gasoline
for sale?

(c) A driver on this highway notices that the fuel gauge in his car reads
empty; from experience he knows that he can go another 15 miles.
What is the probability that he will be stranded on the highway without
gasoline?

3.43 Express rapid-transit trains run between two points (for example, between
downtown terminal and airport). Suppose that the passengers arriving at
the terminal and bound for the airport (Fig. P3.43) constitute a Poisson
process with an average rate of 1.5 passengers per minute. If the capacity
of the train is 100 passengers, how often should trains leave the terminal so
that the probability of overcrowding is no more than 1O%?

(a) Formu/ate the problem exactly.
(b) Determine an approximate solution by assuming that the number of

airport-bound passengers is Gaussian with the same mean and standard
deviation as the preceding Poisson distribution.

(c) if the trains depart from the terminal according to the schedule of
part (b), what is the probability that in 5 consecutive departures i will
be overcrowded? Assume statistical independence.

3.44 A large radio antenna system consisting of a dish mounted on a truss (see
Fig. P3.44) is designed against wind load. Since damaging wind storms rarely
occur, their occurrences may be modeled by a Poisson process. Local
weather records show that during the past 50 years only LO damaging wind
storms have been reported. Assume that if damaging wind storm (or storms)
oceur in this period, the probabilities that the dish and the truss will be
damaged in a storm are 0.2 and 0.05, respeetively, and that damage to the

Figure P3.44

======_-====""-,,,- To Airport Truss
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3.45

3.46

3.47

dish and truss are statistically independent. Determine the probabilities,
during the next LO years, for the following events.

(a) There will be more than 2 damaging wind storms.
(b) The antenna system will be damaged, assuming the oecurrenee of at

most 2 damaging storms.
(c) The antenna system will be damaged.

The problem in Example 3.i7 may be solved by assuming that whenever the
center of a 12-in.-diameter boulder is inside the volume of a cylinder with
15 in. diameter and 50 ft depth, it will be hit by the 3-in. dril! hole. On this
basis and the assumption that the oeeurrenee of boulders in the soil mass
eonstitutes a Poisson process, develop the eorresponding solution proeedure
for determining the probability of the 3-in. drill hole hitting boulders in a
50-ft depth boring.

Suppose that the hurricane reeord for the last iOyears at a eertain coastal city
in Texas is as follows.

Year No. of hurricanes

1961 i
1962 O
1963 O
1964 2
1965 i
1966 O
1967 O
1968 2
1969 1
1970 1

The oceurrenee of hurrieanes can be described by a Poisson process. The
maximum wind speed of hurricanes usually shows considerable fluctuation.
Suppose that those reeorded at this city can be fitted satisfactorily by a log
normal distribution with mean = 100 ft/see and standard deviation =
20 ri/see.

(a) Based on the available data, find the probability that there will be at
least i hurrieane in this city in the next 2 years. Ans.0.798.

(b) If a strueture in this city is designed for a wind speed of 130 ft/sec. what
is the probability that the strueture will be damaged (design wind speed
exceeded) by the next hurrieane? Ans. 0.08.

(c) What is the probability that there will be at most 2 hurricanes in the
next 2 years, and that no structure will be damaged during this period?
Ans.0.7/8.

Tornadoes may be divided into two types, namely I (strong) and II (weak).
From 18 years of record in a city, the number of type i and type ii tornadoes
are 9 and 54. respectively. The occurrences of each type of tornado are
assumed to be statistically independent and eonstitute a Poisson process.

(a) What is the probability that there will be exaetly 2 tornadoes in the city
next year?
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(b) Assuming that exactly 2 tornadoes actually occurred, and i of the 2 is
known to be of type I, what is the probability that the other is also
type i?

3.48 Figure P3.48a shows a record of the earthquake occurrences in a county where
a brick masonry tower is to be built to last for 20 years. The tower can with
stand an earthquake whose magnitude is 5 or lower. However, if quakes with
magnitude more than 5 (defined as dariiaging quake) occur, there is a likeli
hood that the tower may fail. The engineer estimated that the probability
of failure of the tower depends on the number of damaging quakes occurring
during its lifetime, which is described in Fig. P3.48b.

(a) What is the probability that the tower will be subjected to less than 3
damaging quakes during its lifetime? Assume earthquake occurrences
may be modele d by a Poisson process.

(b) Determine the probability that the tower will not be destroyed byearth
quakes within its useful life.

(c) Besides earthquakes, the tower mayaiso be subjected to the altack
of tornadoes whose occurrence may be modeled by a poisson process
with mean recurrence time of 200 years. If a tornado hits the tower, the
tower will be destroyed. Assume that failures caused by earthquakes
and tornadoes are statistically independent. What is the probability
that the tower will fail by these natural hazards within its useful life?

A skyscraper is located in a region where earthquakes and strong winds
may occur. From past record, the mean rate of occurrence of a large earth
quake that may cause damage to the building is i in 50 years, whereas
that for strong wind is i in 25 years. The occurrences of earthquake and
strong wind may be modeled as independent Poisson processes. Assume
that during a strong earthquake, the probability of damage to the building
is 0.1, whereas the corresponding probability of damage under strong wind
is 0.05. The damages caused by earthquake and wind may be assumed to be
independent events.

(a) What is the probability that the skyscraper will be subjected to strong
winds but not large earthquakes in a lO-year period? AIso, determine
the probability of the structure subjected to both large earthquakes
and strong winds in the lO-year period.

(b) What is the probability that the building will be damaged in the lO-year
period?

The daily water consumption of a city may be assumed to be a Gaussian
random variable with a mean of 500,000 gal/day (gpd), and a standard

FiguI'e P.1.48b
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deviation of 150,000 gpd. The daily water supply is either 600,000 or 750,000
gallons, wilh probabilities 0.7 and 0.3, respectively.

(a) What is the probability of water shortage in any given day?
(b) Assuming that the conditions between any consecutive days are statistic

ally independent, what is the probability of shortage in any given week?
(c) On the average, how often would water shortage oecur? If the occur

rence of water shortage is a Poisson process, what would then be the
probability of shortage in a week?

(d) If the city engineer wants the probability of shortage to be no more
than i% in any given day, how much water supply is required?

Steel construction work on multistory buildings is a potentially hazardous
oecupation. A building contractor who is building a skyscraper at a steady
pace finds that in spite of a strong emphasis on safety measures, he has been
experiencing accidents among his large group of steel workers; on the average,
about I accident occurs every 6 months.

(a) Assuming that thi: occurrence of a specific accident is not influenced
by any previouS accident, find the probability that there will be (exactly)
I accident in the next 4 months.

(b) What is the probability of at least I aecident in the next 4 months?
(c) What is the mean number of accidents that the contractor can expect

in a year? What is the standard deviation for the number of accidents
during a period of I year?

(d) Jf the contractor can go through a year without an accident among his
steel construction workers, he will qualify for a safety award. What is
the probability of his receiving this award next year?

(e) If the contractor's work is to continue at the same pace over the next
5 years, what is the probability that he will win the safety award twice
during this S-year period?

Two industrial plants are located along a stream (see Fig. P3.52). The solid
and Iiquid wastes that are disposed from the plants into the stream are called
effluents. In order to control the quality of the effluent from each plant, there
is an effluent standard established for each plant. Assume that each day, the
effluent of each plant may exceed this effluent standard with probability
p = 0.2, during the actual operation. A good measure of the stream quality
at A as a result of the pollution from these effluent wastes is given by the
dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) at that location. Assume that the DO
has a log-normal distribution with the following medians and COV (in mg/I).

Median COV

4.2 0.1 when both effluents do not exceed standard
2.1 0.15 when only i effluent exceeds standard
1.6 0.18 when both effluents exceed standard

(a) What is the proi.ability that the DO concentration at A will be less than
2 mg/I in any given day?

(b) What is the probability that the DO concentration at A will be less than
2 mg/I in two consecutive days?
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3.54 The interarrival times of vehicles on a road follows an exponential distribu
tion with a mean of 15 sec. A gap of 20 sec is required for acar from a side
street to cross the road or to join the trafik.

(a) What is the proportion of gaps that are less than 20 sec?
(b) What is the average (mean) interarrival time for all the gaps that are

longer than 20 sec?

fXIX)

w = the weight of the pipe and water for a 20-ft section;
g = acceleration of gravity = 32.2 ft/sec2;
a = maximum horizontal earthquake acceleration.

where

w
F=-'(J

g

(c) In i hr, what is the expected total time occupied by gaps that are less
than 20 sec? (Hini. What is the expected number of gaps that are
less than 20 sec in i hr?)

3.55 The occurrences of tornadoes in a midwestern county may be modeled by a
Poisson process with a mean occurrence rate of 2.5 tornadoes per year.

(a) What is the probability that the recurrence time between tornadoes will
be longer than g months?

(b) Derivethe distribution of the time till the occurrence of the second

tornado. On the basis of this distribution, determine the probability
that a second tornado will occur within a given year.

3.56 The time of operation of a construction equipment until breakdown follows
an exponential distribution with a mean of 24 months. The present inspection
program is scheduled at every 5 months.

(a) What is the probability that an equipment will need repair at the first
scheduled inspection date?

(b) If an equipment has not broken down by the first scheduled inspection
date, what is the probability that it will be operational beyond the next
scheduled inspection date?

(c) The company owns 5 pieces of a certain type of equipment; assuming
that the service lives of equipments are statistically independent,
determine the probability that at most i piece of equipment will need
repair at the scheduled inspection date.

(d) If it is desired to limit the probability of repair at each scheduled inspec
tion da te to not more than 10%, what should be the inspection interval?
The conditions of part (c) remains valid.

3.57 The cost for the facilities to release and refill water for a navigation lock in a
canal increases with decreasing time required for each cycle of operation.
For purposes of design, it has been observed that the time of arrival of boats
follows an exponential distribution with a mean interarrival time of 0.5 hr.
Assume that the navigation lock is to be designed so that gO% of the incoming
trafik can pass through the lock without waiting.

(a) What should be the design time of each cycle of operation? A/ls. 0.// hr.
(b) What is the probability that of 4 successive arrivals, none of them have

to wait at the lock? A/ls.O.4/.

(c) Suppose that one boat leaves town A every g hr, and has to go through
the lock to reach its destination. What is the probability that at least i
of the boats leaving town A in a 24-hr day has to wait at the lock?
A/ls.0.488.

3.58 A pipe carrying water is supported on short concrete piers that are space d
20ft apart as shown in Fig. P3.5ga.The pipe is saddled on the piers as shown
in Fig. P3.5gb. When subjected to lateral earthquake motions, there is a
horizontal inerlia force that will tend to dislodge the pipe from its supports.
The maximum lateral inertia force Fat each pier may be estimated as

Q9pionf II
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(c) lt has been proposed as a stream standard that the probability of DO
concentration at A falling below 2 mg/I in a day should not exceed 0.1.
What should be the allowable maximum value of p (the probability of
exceeding the effluent standard for each plant)?

The daily concentration of a certain pollutant in a stream has the exponential
distribution shown in Fig. P3.53.

(a) If the mean daily concentration of the pollutant is 2 mg/ID" liter,
determine the constant (' in the exponential distribution.

(b) Suppose that the problem of pollution will occur if the concentration of
the pollutant exceeds 6 mg/ID" liter. What is the probability of pollution
problem resulting from this pollutant in a single day?

(c) What is the return period (in days) associated with this concentration
level of 6 mg/ID" liter? Assume that the concentration of the pollutant
is statistically independent between days. A/ls. 20 da)'s.

(d) What is the probability that this pollutant will cause apollution problem
at most once in the next 3 days? A/ls. 0.993.

(e) If instead of the exponential distribution, the daily pollutant concentni
tion is Gaussian with the same mean and variance, what would be the
probability of pollution in a day in this case? Am. 0.022.

3.53
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Section 3.3

3.61 Both east and west bound rush-hour trafik on a toll bridge are counted at
10-sec intervals. The following table shows the number of observations for

The pipe has a diameter of 4 ft, so that the total weight per foot of pipe
and contents is 800 Ib per n. Assume that the maximum acceleration during a
strong-motion earthquake is a log-normal variate with a mean of 0.4 g
and a COV of 25 %.

(a) What is the probability that during such an earthquake, the pipe will
be dislodged from a pier support (by rolling out of the saddie)?

(b) If there are 5 piers supporting the pipe over a ravine, what is the prob
ability that the pipe will not be dislodged anywhere? Assume the
conditions between supports to be statistically independent.

(c) if the occurrence of strong-motion earthquakes is a Poisson process,
and such earthquakes are expected (on the average) once every 3 years,
what is the probability that the pipe may be dislodged from its supports
over a period of LOyears?

Ten percent of the 200 tendons required to prestress a nuclear reactor structure
have been corroded during the last year. Suppose that LOtendons were
selected at random and inspected for corrosion; what is the probability
that none of the tendons inspected show signs of corrosion? What is the
probability that there will be at least one corroded tendon among those
inspected?

The fill in an earth embankment is compacted to a specified CBR (California
Bearing Ratio). The entire embankment can be divided into 100 sections,
of which LOdo not meet the required CBR.

(a) Suppose that 5 sections are selected at random and tested for their CBR,
and acceptance here requires all 5 sections to meet the CBR limit.
What is the probability that the compaction of the embankment will be
accepted?

(b) If, instead of 5, LOsections will be inspected and acceptance requires all
LOsections meeting the CBR limit. What is the probability of acceptanee
now?

x,y ~ O

elsewhere

Number of westbound vehicles

Total number of observations = 665

zc3g-
OI234..•
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3 45322515LOni :i"rI
4 655835155ni v>

each combination of east and west bound trafik counts:

Let X = number of eastboundvehicles in a 10-sec interval.

Y = number of westbound vehicles in a 10-sec interval.

(:i) Wh:it is the IJrob:ibility th:it the m:iterial and labor costs of the next
construction project will be less than $100,000 :ind $200,000, respec-
tively'l .

(b) Determine the marginal density function of material cost in a project.
(c) Determine the marginal density fundion of labor cost in a project.
(d) Are the material and labor costs in the construdion project statistically

independent? Why?
(eL If it is known that the cosl of material in the project is $200,000, what

is the probabilily that its labor eost will exceed $2oo,ooO?

(a) Compute and plot the joint probability mass function of X and Y.
(b) Determine the marginal PM F of X.
(c) If there are 3 eastbound vehicles on the bridge in a 10-sec interval,

determine the PM F of westbound vehicles in the same interval.

(d) In a IO-sec interval. what is the probability that 4 vehicles are going
east if there are also 4 vehicles going west at the same time?

(e) Determine the covariance Cov (X, n, and evaluate the corresponding
correlation coefficient between X and Y.

The joint density function of the material and labor cost of a construction
project is modeled as follows:

f .•,i,(x,y) = 2ye-II(2 ••••r)

=0
where X = material cost in $100,000

Y = labor cost in $100,000

3.61
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PROBLEMS

Section 4.2

4.1 The force in the cable of the truss shown in Fig. P4. i,when subjected to a load
W, is given by

independent normal variates). In view of this, it is often necessary, in
many applieations, to deseribe the function in terms only of its mean and
variance. Even then, the mean and variance of linear funetions are amen
able to exact evalua.tion; however, for a general nonlinear funetion, (first
order) approximations must often be resorted to. In this ehapter, we have
introduced and developed the elements for such first-order analysis; these
concepts will form the basis for the formal analysis of uncertainty covered
in Vol. II.

EXAMPLE 4.17

The capital cost (in $i(00) of a combined municipal activated sludge plani may beestimated as follows:

Cc = S83Qo.8~+ (i Lo +37Q) 2;

+ (77 + 23Q)(2~ - i)
in which Q is the f10w rate in million gallons per day (mgd); So is the biological
concentration of influent BOD (biological oxygen demand) in milligram per liter
(mg!!); and Ss is the concentralion of suspended solids (in mg!l).

Suppose that a waste water treatment plant is needed for the following conditions:

mean f10w rate, O = 5 mgd
mean BOD concentration, So = 600 mg!1
mean concentration of suspended solids, Ss = 200 mg!1
with coeffieients of variation 30 %, 20 %, and 15 %, respectively

Determine the average capital cost of the plant, and corresponding standard
deviation. .

Cc"'" 583(5)°·84 + (i Lo + 37 x S)(~:) + (77 + 23 x 5)G: - i)= $3,138,219

(1c, 2 ~ [583(084)0-0.16 + 37So + 23 (Ss _ i)J 2(1Q2
c -. 200 200

(I LO + 370)2 2 (77 + 230)2 2+ 200 (180 + 200 (18.

= [583(0.84)(5)-0.16 + 37 2~oor(I.5)2 + C Lo ~g;x Sf(l20)2

+ C7 +2~~ x 5f (30)2

= 539,213 + 31,329 + 829
= 571,371

Therefore, (1cc "'" $756,000 and the COV is bcc = 0.24.

4.2

Vh2 +/2 WFao =

(a) if the load Wis a normal variate N({tw, (1/V), deriye the density function
of the force Fao'

(b) If {tw = 20 metric tons, (1w =.5 metric tons, and h = tl, what is the
probability that the force Fao will exceed 30 tons? Ans.0.907.

A dike is proposed to be built to protect a coastal area from ocean waves (see
Fig. P4.2). Assume that the wave height H is rela~ed to the wind velocity by
the equation

H =0.2V

where H is in meters and V is veloeity in kilometers per hour (kph). The
annual maximum wind veloeity is assumed to have a log-normal distribution
with a mean of 80 kph and a coeffieient of variation of is %.

(a) Determine the probability distribution of the annual maximum wave
height and its parameters.

(b) if the dike is designed for a 20-year wave height, what is the design height
of the dike?

(c) With this design, what is the probability that the dike will be topped by
waves within the first three years?

4.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this ehapter, we saw that the probabilistie charaeteristies of a function
of random varIables may be derived from those of the basic eonstituent
variables. These includ<" in partieular, the probability distribution and the
main deseriptors (mean and variance) of the funetion. The derivation of
the distribution, hO\\'ever, may be complicated mathematica!ly, especially
fOl'nonlinear funetions of multiple variables. Therefore, even though the
required distribution may (theoretically) be derived,they are often im
pmetical to use, exeept for speeial cases (for instance, linear funetions of

Figure P4.1

L
±aeôa.,

w

Figure P4.2
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4.3

4.4

In Example 4.14, the maximum wave pressure on struetures is given as

_ 7PK 2
PlnllX - 2. D U

where U is the horizontal velocity of the advancing wave.
(a) If U has a log-normal distribution with parameters Au and 'u, deriye the

distribution of Piniix using Eq. 4.8.
(b) Using the data given in Example 4.14, determine the probability that the

maximum impact pressure will exceed 40 psi. Ans.0./2/.

The hydraulic head loss hi. in a pipe due to frietion may be given by the
Darcy-Weisbaeh equation

~.o.\
.\0 •

~G\" t
'i\G~'"
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l'igure 1'1.6
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Figure 1'1.9

The time of travel between cities A and B is a normal variate with a mean
value of LO hr and a eoefficient of variation of O, Lo (see Fig. P4.6). The time of
iravel between cities B and C is also normal with a mean and standard devia
iion of 15 and 2 hr, respectively. Assume that these two travel times are
sialistically independent.

(a) Determine the density function of the travel time between cities A and C

going through B if there is exactly 2 hr of waiting in city B.
(b) What is the probability that the time of travel between A and C will

exeeed 30 hr; will be less than 20 hr?

A simple structure consisting of a cantilever beam AB and a cable BC is used
io carry a load S (see Fig. N.?). The magnitude of the load varies daily, and
its monthly maximum has been observed to be Gaussian with a mean of
25,000 kg, and a coeffieient of variation of 30%.

(a) If the cable Be and beam AB are designed to withstand a 10-month
maximum load (that is, a maximum load with a return period of Lo

months) with factors of safety of 1.25 and 1.40, respectively, what are
ihe probabiliiies of failure of the cable and of the beam?
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where L and O are, respeetively, the length and diameter of the pipe;fis the
frietion faetor; and V is the velocity of ftow in the pipe. If V has an exponen
tial distribution with a mean velocity vo, deriye the density funetion for the
head loss hL.

From the statistics colleeted for towns and cities in lIIinois the average eon
sumption of water, in gallons per eapita per day. is found to inerease with the
size of population Pas follows:

p
X=19.5In40-17

Suppose that the population in 1974 for a certain developing town can be
described by a log-normal distribution with a mean of 10,000 and a COV of
5 %. it is expected that the median of the population will grow at 10% (of the
1974 population) per year, while the COV will remain roughly eonstant (see
Fig. P4.5).

(a) Assume that the distribution of population is log-normal at any future
time; determine the distribution of X, the average per eapita water
eonsumption in 1984.

(b) Determine approximately the mean and varianee of O, the average total
daily demand of water in 1984. Ans. 2.08 x /06; /.53 x /Oio.

4.5
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Figure '>·J.10

Figure P4.1l
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(,,) Let MiL = tot,,! resisting (counterclockwise) moment. Determine
E(MIl), Var (Mil).

(b) What is the probability that sliding along the arc AB will occur?
Assume that W, Fi' F2 are statistically independent normal random
variables. A/ls. 0.000376.

(c) An oil tank is proposed to be located as shown in Fig. P4.io. If the
maximum permissible probability of sliding faiture is 0.01, how heavy
can the oit tank be? A/ls. J 23.3 kips.

The water supply to a city comes from two sources-namely, from the
reservoir and from pumping underground water, as shown in Fig. P4.l i. For
the next 3 months, the amounts of water available from each source are
independently Gaussian N(30,3) and N(15,4), respectively, in million
gallons. Suppose that the demand in the next 3 months can be descri bed by the
probability mass function given in Fig. P4.l i.

(a) Determine the probability that there will be insufficient supply of water
in the next 3 months.

(b) Repeat part (a) if the demand is also Gaussian with the same mean and
variance as those of Fig. P4.ll.

The traffie on a bridge may be described by a Poisson process with mean•••11

".t1

MeanStandard deviation

(kips)
(kips)

W

400 60
Fi

100 30
F2

300 60

(b) Assuming statistical independence between the failures of the beam and
cable, what is the probability of failure of the structure (that is, that it
will be unable to carry the load)?

(c) If (instead of part ra)) the strength of the cable were random N(50,000
kg; 10,000 kg), what would be its failure probability under the load S?

The occurrences of hurricanes in a Texas county is described by a Poisson
process. Suppose that 32 hurricanes have occurred in the last 50 years; 28 of
the 32 hurricanes occurred in the hurricane season (August i to November 30).

(a) For this Texas county, estimate the mean rate of occurrence of hurri
canes (i) per year; (ii) per month in the hurricane season; (iii) per month
in the nonhurricane season.

(b) A temporary olfshore structure is to be located olf the coast of this
countyand it is expected that the structure will operate for 19 months
between April i and üctober 31 of the following year. What is the mean
number of hurricanes that will occur in this period of time?

(c) What is the probability that this structure will be hit by hurricanes
during its period of operation?

(d) Suppose that whenever a hurricane occurs, the owner of the structure
will incur a loss of $10,000, which includes repairs for damage, loss of
revenue, and so on. What is the owner's expected total lass from
hurricanes? The total loss T (in doHars) is given by

T = 10,000 N

where N is the number of hurricanes during the period of operation,
which is assumed to be a Poisson random variable.

(e) What is the probability that the total loss Twill exceed $IO,OOO?
To insure proper mounting of a lens in its housing in an aerial camera, a
clearance of not less than 0.10 cm and not greater than 0.35 cm is to be
allowed. The clearance is the dilference between the radius of the housing and
the radius of the lens (see Fig. P4.9).
A lens was produced in a grinder whose past records indicate that the radii of
such lenses can be regarded as a normal variate with mean of 20.00 cm and a
eoefficient of variation of 1%.
A housing was manufactured in a machine whose past records indicate that
the radii of such housing can be regarded as a normal variate with mean of
20.20 cm and a coefficient of variation of 2 %. What is the probability that the
specified clearance will be met for this pair oflens and housing? A/ls.0.2/6.
The safety of a proposed design for the slope shown in Fig. P4.l0 is to be
analyzed. Suppose that the circular arc AB (with center at O) represents the
patential failure surface and that the wedge of soil contained within the arC
will slide if the C10ckwisemoment about point O due to the weight of the soil
W exeeeds the counterclockwise moment provided by the fdctional forces Fi
and F2• The following information is given:

4.8

4..

4.10
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(a) Determine the mean and standard deviation of the moment MA at the
base of the pole.

(b) if the moment-resisting capacity at the bottom of the po le is Mil. a
Gaussian random variable with a mean of 1750 ft-kips and a standard
deviation of 150 ft-kips. what is the probability that the po le will fail
under the loads Pi and P2?

(c) Five such poles are arranged in line to support a bank of critical

electrical equipment. Adequate support of the equipment requires at
least 3 adjacent poles. What is the probability of survival of the system?

(d) In Contrast to part (c), what is the probability that exactly 3 poles will fail
(regardless of the positions of the poles)?

arrival rate of 18 vehicles per minute. The vehicles may be divided into two

types: trucks and passenger cars. The weight ofa truck is N(l5, 5) when empty
and N(30. 7) when loaded. whereas that of a passenger car is N(2. I). All units
are in tons. Trucks make up only 20 % of the total trafik and half the trucks

are loaded. The weights of the vehicles are statistically independent.
(a) What is the probability that a vehicle observed at random wIII not

exceed 5 tons? Ans.0.801.

(b) What is the probability that 3 vehicles in a row will each exceed 5 tons?

(c) How would the probability in part (b) change if it Is known that 2
vehicles are passenger cars and the remaining one is a tnick?

(d) If there are 3 passenger cars and one empty truck on the bridge. what is
the probability that the total vehicle load on the bridge will exceed 30
tons? Ans. 0.0446.

(e) What is the probability that there will be exactly one truck but no
passenger cars arriving within a lO-second interval? Ans. 0.03.

The pole shown in Fig. P4.13 is acted upon by two loads Pi and P2 so that the
bending moment at the bottom of the pole is

MA = 30Pi - 20P2

Here, Pi and P2 are independent Gaussian random variables wIth the fol
lowing parameters.

4.13

Load

Pi
P2

Mean

(kips)

50
20

Standard deviation

(kips)

5
3

4.14

4.15

4.16

A trafik survey on the various modes of transportation between New York
and Boston shows that the pereentage of total trips by air, rail, bus, and
car are 15.3, 10.6, 9.4, and 64.7 percent, respectiveJy. The distributions of
the trip times in each mode are approximately Gaussian with means 0.9, 4.5,
4.8,4.5 hr, and coefficients of variation 0.15, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, respectively.

(a) What proportion of trips between New York and Boston can be com
pleted In 4 hr?

(b) What is the probability that transportation by bus is faster than by car
between these two cities?

The feasibility of an airport location is to be evaluated. Among many other
criteria, one of them is to minimize the travel time from the city to the
airport. For simplicity, assume that the city may be subdivided into 2
regicns, i and ii, each with independent Gaussian travel times to the airport
as indicated in Fig. P4.15 in mimites. The nilio of air passengers originating
from the two regions is 7 to 3.

(a) What percentage of the passengers will take more than i hr to get to the
airport? Aii.\'. 0.0635

(b) A limousine service departs from the airport and picks up or unloads
passengers at i and II, conseculively. before returning to the airport.
Assume that the travel time for the limousine between stops is also
Gaussian as shown in Fig. P4.15. What is the probability that the
limousine will complete a round trip within 2 hr? Is this equal to the
probability of making 2 rounds within 4 hours? Justify your answer.
Assume that the travel times between rounds are also statistically
independent.

(c) A passenger is waiting at the airport for his friend so that they may leave
together at a 9 A.M. fiight. At 8 :50 A.M .• he stili has not seen his friend.
He becomes impatient and calls his friend's home at region n. if his
friend had left home at 7 :50 A.M •• what is the probability that his friend
will arrive at the airport in the next iO minutes? Ans. 0.857.

The existing sewer network shown in Fig. P4.16 consists of pipes AC, SC,
CD, ED, DF. The mean inflows from A, 13,E are 30, io, 20 cfs, respectively.
Suppose that the f10w capacity of pipe DFis 70 cfs. and all the other pipes can
adequately handie theIr respective flows. Assume that the Inflows are statis
tically independent normal var iate s with 10% COV.

(a) What is the probability that the capacity of pipe DF will be exceeded in
the existing network?
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(b) Suppose that the sewer from a newly developed area is proposed to be
hooked up to the present system at D, and this additional inftow is also
Gaussian with a mean of 30 efs and COV 10%. How should pipe DF
be expanded (that is, what should be the new eapadty of pipe DF) so
that the risk of ftow exceedanee remains the same as that in the present
system?

4.17 The number of tmek loads of solid waste arriving at a waste treatment plant in
the next hour is random with the PMF given in Fig. P4.I7.
The time required for processing eaeh truekload of solid waste is Gaussian
N(lO, 2) in minutes.

4.19 There are three sources of inftow into the reservoir, namely, streams A and B
and direct precipitation D, as shown in Fig. P4.19. Each ofthese three sources
depends on the total rainfall R in the watershed surrounding the reservoir.
The following are relationships between A, B, D, and R:

A = 0.2R + 0.3

B = 0.15R + 0.4
D = 0.03R

What is the probability that the total time needed for processing the solid
waste arriving in the next hour will be less than 25 minutes? Assume that the
processing times are statistically independent. Ans. 0.884.

4.18 The cantilever beam shown in Fig. P4. i8 is subjected to a random eoncen
trated load P and a random distributed load W.
Assume

CI N~'" r
Ma f f f f f f f J

: LO tl ..

Figure P4.18
i = N(1.5, 0.3)

M = N(l, 0.1) all in mg
E = N(2.5, 0.4)

Let T denote the total inftow into the reservoir for the next 3-month period.
Assume that T" I, M, E are statistically independent.

(a) Are A, B, D statistically independent? Why?
(b) Determine E(T), Var(T). What is the distribution of T?
(c) Assuiue that the present storage of the reservoir is 30 mg. Let S be the

storage of the reseryoir 3 months from now. Determine: E(S), Var (S).
What is the distribution of S?

(d) What is the probability that there will be an inerease in the reseryoir
storage 3 months from now?

All are in million gallons (mg). The rainfall R for the next 3-month period is
assumed to have a normal distribution N(l5, 2) in inches. The outftows from
the reservoir consist of irrigation I, municipal and industrial use M, and lo~s
through direct evaporation E. During the next 3 months, each of these three
outflows is anormal random variable with

4.20 A concrete mixing plant obtains sand and grayel mixtures from 3 grayel pits.
The mean percentages of sand by weight in each pit are 80, 50, and 70,
respectiYely, and the coeflicients of variation of the percentage of sand are
0.05, 0.08, and 0.05, respeetiYely (see Fig. P4.20). Assume that grayel makes
up the remaining percentage by weight. Two, three, and fiye units of sand
gravel mixture are deliyered, respectiyely, from the three pits and are mIxed
together. What is the probability that in the resultant mixture, the ratio of
sand to grayel by weight does not exceed 2.5 to i and also does not fall below
1.5 to i? Note that these two Iimits may represent the tolerable sand-to-gravel
ratio for acceptable concrete aggregate. Assume that the contents of the pits
are statistically independent. Ans. 0.987.

4.21 A eatch basin is used to control ftooding of a region. Aside from serving the
immediate neighborhood, it also receIyes the storm water from another
district through a storm sewer.
Suppose that the catch basin has a storage eapacity of 50 in. of water; also,
any water in the basin is drained at the average rate of 2.5 in. per minute with
aCOVof20%.
The rate of inflow from the two sources of drainage water during a rainstorm
is as follows.Figure P4.20

Direct
EvaporotionMi.riicipal

cnd Industriol
Water Supply

Figure P4.19

IrriQOlion

P is N(5, I), in kips

W is NO, 0.2), in kips/ft

(a) Deiermine the mean and varianee of the applied bending moment
Ma= 50W + IOP. Assume that Pw.I' = 0.5 (that is, the loads are
carre,. ted).

(b) The re,isting moment of the beam Mr> whieh is statistically independent
of the applied moment Ma' is also Gaussian N(200, 50) in ft-kips.
Determine the probability of failure of the beam, P(Mr < Ma) assuming
that Ma is Gaussian.

Direct
Precipitotion

Sfreom A i Streom B
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be dumped into the river is specified to be i mg/i' What is the probability
that this ~pecified standard will be exeeeded on a normal day?

(c) On some working days, owing to heavy production in the factory, the
influent X will have a median of 5 mg/I instead. Assume that the
distribution of X is stili log-normal with the same COV and that the
effidency ofth.:: treatment system does not change statistically. Suppose
that such a heavy work day happens only 10% of the time. Then, on a
given day selected at random, what is the probability that the speeified
standard of 1 mg/I for Y will be exceeded?

4.24 You are taking apiane from O'Hare to Kennedy Airport. Being conscious of
the congested conditions at O'Hare, you would like to find out your chance of
delay. 8ased on available data, the delay time (beyond the scheduled
departure time) at O'Hare is an exponential random variable; its mean value
depends on the weather condition as shown in Fig. P4.24.

1
0.5

Standard
deviation

(in. per minute)

2
1.5

Mean rate
(in. per minute)

Immediate neighborhood:
Distant district:

Y=FX

(b) Suppose that the maximum concentration of the pollutant permitted to

Assume that all variates are independent and normal, and that the rates of
inflow and outflow are constant with time.

(a) Determine the mean and standard deviation of the rate of filling (per
minute) of the catch basin.

(b) Determine the probability of flooding (basin capadty exceeded)in 30
minutes of rain (assume that the basin is dry before it rains).

(c) The probability of flooding may be deereased by increasing the capadty
of the catch basin. If it is deeided to decrease this probability to no more
than 10% during a 30-minute rain, what should the catch basin capadty
be?

4.22 A plain concrete column is subjeeted to an axial load W that is a log-normal
variate with mean W = 3000 kN (kilo Newton) and COV Öw = 0.20 (see
Fig. P4.22).
The mean crushing strength of the concrete is Zc = 35,000 kN/m2 (kilo
Newtons/square meter) with COV Öde = 0.20. Assume uniform compressive
stress over the cross-sectional area of the column, so that the applied stress is

where A = cross-seetional area of column.
(a) What is the density function of the applied stress?
(b) Determine the probability of crushing of a 0.40 m x 0.40 m column.

Assume a eonvenient probability distribution for "'-•.
(c) If a failure (crushing) probability of 10-3 is permitted, determine the

required cross-sectional area of the column.
(d) Derive the expression for the allowable design stress corresponding to a

permissible risk or failure probability PF (see Example 4.11).

4.23 Figure P4.23 shows a schematic procedure of the treatment system for the
waste from a factory before it is dumped into a nearby river. Here X denotes
the concentration of apollutant feeding into the treatment system, and Y
denotes the concentration of the same pollutant leaving the system. Suppose
that for a normal day, Xhas a log-normal distribution with median4 mg/I and
the COV is 20%. Because of the erratic nature of biological and chemical
reactions, the effidency of the treatment system is unpredictable. Hence the
fraction of the influent pollutant remaining untreated, denoted by F, is also a
random variable. Assume F is also a log-normal variate with a median of O. 15
and COV of 10%. Assume X and Fare statistically independent.

(a) Determine the distribution of Yand the values of its parameters. Note
that
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where

where.g is the gravitational acceleration, Vo is the initial velocity of the

(d) The probability that the total error is not more than 0.01:;;' of the actual
distanee AB.

m =2

D"

C = 0.5 x 10-5
"nd

A = 0.1 in. with <LA = 20%

AS = 50 ksi with <lAS = 30%

determine the mean and COV of the erack growth rate per load cycle. Assume
that A and tJ.Sare statistically independent. Ans. 0.00392; 0.633.

4.30 The range R of a projectile is given by the following:

l' 2
R = ...!.. sin 2ep

g

4.29 Sin,,1Iflaws (emek s) in l11et"lsgrow when subjeeted to cyclic stresses. The mte
of emek growth (per load cycle) may be given by

dA = C(.~K)'"
dil

AJÇ = AS v' nA

A = existing emek size

AS = applied stress inerement

and C and m are constants. If

Section 4.3

4.28 A eylindrical volume has an average measured outside di"meter of Do = 5 m
and an "verage inside diameter of Di = 3 m, and a height of H = Lo m (see
Fig. P4.28). [fthe COV of these measuremenls "re, respectively, 2°,{" i:;;.,andi~:.,wh,,!:are the mean and v"riance of the volume, if Do and Di are perfcetly
eorrelated(that is, PJ)".lIi = 1.0) whereas these "re st"tistically independent
of H?

The relative likelihood of good and bad weather conditions at O'Hare is about
3 to 1.

(a) What is the probability that your delay at O'Hare will be at least i.s hr
beyond the scheduled departure time? Ans.0.285.

(b) The delay in landing at Kennedy Airport on a good weather day also has
an exponential distribution with a mean of 1/2 hr. What is the prob
ability that the total delay in arrival would be more than 2 hr if the
weather is good at both O'Hare and Kennedy airports?
Assume that there is no delay in f1ight. (Hint. Derive the density function
for the sum of two exponential variates using Eq. 4.16a.) Ans.0.252.

4.25 A construction project consists of two major phases. namely, the construction
of the foundation and the superstructure. Let Ti and T2 denote the respeetive
durations of each phase. Assume that Ti and T2 are independent exponential
random variables with E(Ti) = 2 months and E(T2) = 3 months. Assume
also that the superstructure phase will start only after the foundation phase
has been completed.

(a) What is the probability that the project will be completed within
6 months?

(b) If Ti and T2 have the same exponential distribution with E(Ti) =
E(T2) = A, show that the project duration has a gamma distribution.

4.26 The mean number of arrivals at an airport during rush hour is 20 planes per
hour whereas the mean number of departures is 30 planes per hour. Suppose
that the arrivals and departures can each be described by a respective Poisson
process. The number of passengers in each arrival or departure has a mean of
100 and COV of 40%.
(a) What is the probability that there will be a total of two arrivals and/or

departures in a 6-minute period?
(b) Suppose that in the last hour there have been 25 arrivals.

(i) What is the mean and variance of the total number of arriving
passengers in the last ho ur ?

(ii) What is the probability that the total number of arriving passengers
exceeded 3000 in the lasthour? State and justify any assumption you
may make.

4.27 The total distance between A and B is composed of the sum of 124 in
dependent measurements. See Fig. P4.27. The random error E in each
measurement is uniformly distributed between ± i in. if the total distance AB
is approximately 2 miles and the lengths of the segments are approximately
equal, compute the following.

(a) The mean and variance of the error in each measurement.
(b) The probability that the error in each measurement is not more than

0.01 % of the actua! length of the segment.
(c) The mean and variance of the total error in the distance AB.

Ailiiiiiiiiiii ••••••• 111111111111.8

i. . Approximately 2 mi les •• I
Figure P4.27
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projectile, and'" .is its direction from the horizontal (see Fig. P4.30).
If
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PROBLEMS

-------

tl 'i

cf, = 30" and Ö~ = 5%

Vd = 500 ft/sec and 'h.o = 50 ft/sec

determine the first-order mean and standard deviation of the range R. Assume
that g = 32.2 ft/sec2; '" and Vo are statisticaJly independent. Evaluate also the
second-order mean range. Ans. 6723.6; 1359.8; 6781.6 lt.

4.31 The number of airplanes arriving over Chicago O'Hare Airport during the
peak hour from various major cities in the United States are listed below.

where

Suppose (hypothetically) that the holding time T (in minutes) at O'Hare
Airport is a function of the number of arrivals from the above cities;
specifically,

T = 4vNA, in minutes

where NA is the total number of arrivals (during the peak hour) from the
cities listed above.

Assuming a log-normal distribution for T, determine the probability that the
holding time will exceed 25 minutes. Assume that arrivals from different cities
are statistically independent.

4.32 In a study of noise pollution, the noise level at C transmitted from two noise
sources as shown in Fig. P4.32 is analyzed. Suppose that the intensities of the
noise originating from A and B are statistically independent and denoted as LA

and lu, with mean value 1000 and 2000 units, respectively, and the coefficient
ofvariation is 10% for both 1.4 and iB•Since the noise intensity decreases with
distance from the source, the following equation has been suggested:

i
I(x) = (x + 1)2

City

New York
Miami

Los Angeles
Washington, D.C.
San Francisco
Dallas
Seattle

Average number
of arrivals

5
3
4
4
4
2
3

Standard
deviation

2
1
2
1
2
O

1

i = intensity generated at a source

I(x) = intensity at distance x from the source

(a) Let Le be the noise intensity at C, which is the sum of the two intensiiies
transmitltd from A and B. Determine E(le), Va,.(le).

(b) A common measure of noise intensity is in terms of decibels. Suppose
thal the number of decibels D is expressed as a function of intensity i as

D = 40 In 21

Determine the approximate mean and variance of De, that is, the
number of decibels at C.

4.33 The velocity of uniform f1ow, in feet per second, in an open channel is given
by the Manning equation

V = 1.49 R2/3Si12
il

where
s = slope of the energy line

R = hydraulic radius, in feet

il = roughness coefficient of the channel

Consider a rectangular open channel with eonerete surfaee (n = 0.013); R is
estimaled to be 2 ri (average value) and the average slope S is 1%. Beeause
the determinations of R, S, and il are not very precise, the uncertainties
associated with these values, expressed in terms of COV, are as follows:
,LLL = 0.05, ö8 = 0.10, and ,I" = 0.30.
Determine the first-order mean value of the f10w velocity V, and the "nder
Iying unceriainty in terms of COV. Evaluate also the second-order approxima
tion for the mean f10w velocity.

4.34 The settlement of a eolumn footing, shown in Fig. P4.34a,
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5. Estimating Paraineters From
Observational Data

is composed of two components-the settlements of the sand and day strata.
The flexibilities (that is, inches settlement per foot of strata per ton of applied
load) of the two strata, denoted Fs and Fc' are independent normal variates
N (0.001,0.0002) and N (0.008. 0.002), respectively. The total column load is
W, which may be assumed to be statistically independent of Fs and Fe.
(a) if W = 20 tons, what is the probability that the total settlement will

exceed 3 in. ? Ans. 0.007.

(b) Suppose the load W is also a random variable with the PMF given inFig. P4.34b.

~·'r-----.,i~i_:
Figiire P4.34b

With this PMF of W, determine the mean and variance of the total
settlement by first-order approximation. In this case, what would be the
probabily that the settlement will exceed 3 in. assuming that settlement
folIows a normal distribution? Ans. 2.2; 0.51; 0.058.

5.1. Tim ROLE OF STATISTICAL INFEIUNCI~
iN ENGINEEIUN(;

\Ve have se('1liii the previous ehapter" that onee wl' know (or assume) the
di"trihutioii fuiietioii of a \'aiidom variahle and the values of its parameters,
the pl'Ohahilit.i(·"a",,(wiah·d with eV('llI"defined by values of the random
v;t1·iahleeaii be eoiiiputed. Tlw ('aleulatcd probability is e1early a funetion
of the value" of the paniiiieh'r", as wdl as of the assumed form of distribu
tion. Naturally, qlll'stioliS i)('rtaiiiing to the determination of the param
eters, sueh as the mealI value il- and variance (T2, and the choiee of speeific
distributioiis arl' of intNest.

Ans\\"l'rsto these questions often require observational data. For example,
in detl'rmining the maximum wind spced for the design of a tali building,
past reeords of mcasurE'd wind veloeities at or near the building site are
pertinmt and important; similarly, in designing a ldt-turn lane at an
existing highway erossing, a traflic count of left turns at the interseetion
may be required. Based on these observations, information about the
probability distribution may be inferred, and its parameters estimated
statistieaiiy.

In many geographic regions, data on natural processes, such as rainfaii
intensities, flood levels, wind ve!ocity, earthquake frequencies and magni
tudes, traffie volumes, poiiutant concentrations, ocean wave heights and
forces, have been and continue to be coiiected and report ed in published
records. Field and laboratory data on the variabilit.ies of concrete strength,
yield strength of steel, fatigue lives of materials, shear strength of soils,
effieiency of construction erews and equipment, measurement errors in
surveying, and many others, continue to be coiiected. These statistical
data provide the information from which the probability model and the
corresponding parameters required in engineering design may be developed
or evaluated.

The techniques of deriving probabilistie information and of estimating
parameter values from observational data are embodied in the methods of

219
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PROBLEMS

of the interval that contains the parameter value with a prescribed level
of confidence.

it should be recognized that when population parameters are estimated
on the basis of finite samples, errors of estimation are unavoidable. Within
the classical methods of estimation, the significance of such errors are not
refiected in the (point) estimates of the parametel's; they can only be ex
pressed in terms of appropriate confidence intervals. Explicit consider
ation of these e1'rors is embodied in the Bayesian approach to estimation,
whieh is the subject of Chapter 8.

(5.46)

(5.47)

Then the confidenee interval for p is obtained from

( p-p )P -ka/2 < vp(l _ p)/n :s; ka/2 = i - a

giying the (i - a) confidence interval as

(, {p(l - p), {p(l - p»)(p )1 - a = p - ka/2 '\/ --n--; p + ka/2 '\/ n

Figure 5.10 is a graph showing the 95% confidenee interval for p as a
function of the observed proportion p for different sample size n.

EXAMPLE 5.14

In inspecting the quality of soil compaction in a highway project, \o out of 50
specimens inspected do not pass the CBR requirement. it is desired to estimate the
actual proportion p of embankment that will be well eompacted (that is, meet CBa
requirement) and also establish a 95% contidence interval on p.

The point estimate for p is given by Eq. 5.43 as

" 40
P = 50 = 0.8

The corresponding 95% contidence interval is, according to Eq. 5.47,

(P>O.95 = {0.8 - 1.96)Ö.805~ 0.8) ; 0.8 + 1.96)0.80 5~ 0.8)}

= {0.69; 0.91}

5.1 In the measurement of daily dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations in a
stream, let p denote the probability that the DO concentration will fall below
the required standard on a single day. DO concentration is measured daily
until unsatisfactory stream quality is eneountered, and the number of days in
this sequence of measurement is recorded. Suppose \o sequenees have been
observed and the length of eaeh sequenee is

2, 5, 6, 4, 6, 6, 8, 5, 10, i (days)

(a) Determine the maximum Iikelihood estimator for p, and estimate p on
the basis of the observed data.

(b) Estimate p by the method of moments. (Hint. Use the relations in
Table 5.1).

5.2 For the eonerete criishing strength data tabulated in Table E5.1 in Example
5.1, determine the point estimates for fl and a by the method of maximum
Iikelihood. Assume that conerete strength follows a Gaussian distribution.

5.3 The distribution of wave height has been suggested to follow a Rayleigh
density function,

5.3. CONCLUDING REl\IARKS
fH(h) =.!!... r!(I,!a)' h ~ °

oc2

In modeling real-world situations, the form of the probability distribu
tion of a randam variable may be deduced theoreticalIy on the basis
of physieal eonsiderations or inferred empiricalIy on the basis of observa
tional data. However, the parametcrs of the distribution or the main

descriptors (mean and variance) of the randam variable must necessarily
be reIated empiricalIy to the real ,mrld; therefaI'e, estimation based on'
factual data is required. Classical methods of parameter estimation are
presented in this chapter; in Chapter 6 empirical and inferential methods for
determining probabiIity distributions are described.

Classical methods of estimation are of two types-point and interval
estimations. The common methods of point estimation are the method of
maximum likelihood and the method of momeiits; the former derives the
estimator directly; the latter evaluates a parameter by first estimating the
moments (usualIy the mean and variance) of the variate through the cor
responding sample moments. Interval estimation includes a determination

with parameter oc. Suppose the following measurements on wave heights were
recorded: 1.5,2.8,2.5,3.2, 1.9,4.1,3.6,2.6,2.9,2.3 m.
Estimate the parameter oc by the method of maximum likelihood.

5.4 Data on rainfall intensities (in inches) collected between 1918 and 1946 for the
watershed of Esopus Creek, N.Y., are tabulated below as follows:

1918-43.30 1925-43.93 1932-50.37 1939-42.96
1919-53.02 1926-46.77 1933-54.91 1940-55.77
1920-63.52 1927-59.12 1934-51.28 1941-41.31
1921-45.93 1928-54.49 1935-32.91 1942-58.83
1922-48.26 1929-47.38 1936-53.29 1943-48.21
1923-50.51 1930-40.78 1937-67.59 1944-44.67
1924-49.57 1931-45.05 1938-58.71 1945-67.72

1946-43.11

(a) Determine the point estimates for the mean " and variance a2•

(b) Determine the 95% contidence interval for the mean ". Assume the
annual rainfall intensity is Gaussian, and a "'" s.
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(a) Assume that the daily DO concentration has a normal distribution
N(p, a); estimate the values of i' and a.

Day DO (mg/l)

i
1.8

2
2.0

3
2.1

4
1.7

5
1.2

6
2.3

7
2.5

8
2.9

9
1.6

Lo
2.2

(a) Estimate the mean and standard deviation of the individual pile capacity
to be used at the site.

(b) EstabHsh the 98% conlidence interval for the mean pile capacity,
assuming known a = S.

(c) Determine the 98% conlidence interval for the mean pile capacity on the
basis of unknown variance.

The daily dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) for a location A downstream
from an industrial plant has been recorded for Lo consecutive days.

Consider the an nual maximum wind velocity (V) data given in Problem 3.25.
(a) Calculate the sample mean and sample variance of V.
(b) Determine the 99% conlidence interval for the mean velodty. Assume

that the true standard deviation of V. av, is satisfactorily given by the
sample standard deviation s•.

(c) Assume that V has a log-normal distribution; determine the point
estimates for the corresponding parameters Av and 'v.

A structure is designed to rest on 100 piles. Nine test piles were driven at
random locations into the supporting soil stratum and loaded until failure
occurred. Results are tabulated as follows.

1960 3.7
1961 2.3
1962 5.1,3.5
1963 5.2
1964 4.7,6.1,5.2
1965 3.4, 7.2, 1.5
1966 1.5. 3.6
1967 5.2, 1.4
1968 1.3, 4.5
1969 3.4
1970 4.4, 2.4

Flood level (m)
Year (above mean Ilow)

(b) Determine the 95% conlidence interval for the true mean ii.
(c) Determine the 95% lower conlidence !imit of 1'.

Ariver has the following record on the levels of floods that occurred each year
between 1960 through 1970.

5.9

5.8

(a) Draw the histogram of Ilood levels at 1-m interval.
(b) Draw the histogram of the anniia/ maximiimjiood /evels at i-m interva!.
(c) Based on the histogram, what is the return period for a 7-m flood?
(d) Compute sample mean and sample variance of the annual maximum

Ilood.
(e) Establish the 99% 2-sided conlidence interval for the mean annual

maximum flood.
(f) Assume that the annual maximum flood level has a log-normal distribu

tion with the mean and variance computed in part (d); on this basis,
determine the return period for a 7-m flood of this river.

From a set of data on the daily BOD level at a certain station for 30 days, the
following have been computed:

x = 3.5 (mg/I)

S2 = 0.184 (mgjl)2

Assume that the daily BOD level is a Gaussian variable.
(a) Estimate the mean and standard deviation of the BOD leve!.
(b) Determine the 99.5% conlidence interval for the mean BOD.
(c) if the engineer is not satislied with the width of the conlidence interval

established in part (b), and would Hke to reduce this interval by 10%,
keeping the 99.5% conlidence level, how many addilional daily measure
ments have to be gathered? Ans. 7.

5.10 Suppose that a sample of9 steel reinforcing bars were tested for yield strength,
and the sample mean was found to be 20 kips.

(a) What is the 90% conlidence interval for the population mean, if the
standard deviation is assumed to be equal to 3 kips?

(b) How many additional bars must be tested to increase the confidence of
the same interval to 95% ? Ans. 4.

82
75
95
90
88
92
78
85
80

Pile capacity
(tons)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Test pile

5.5

5.6

5.7

~
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(c) if the standard deviation is not known, but the 9 measurements yielded
91(xi - 20)2 = 84.5

1=1

then what would be the 90% confidenee interval for the mean yield
strength? Assume that the yield strength is a normal variate.

A 20-year data series for the annual maximum wind velocity V for a city in
IIIinois yielded the foJlowing quantities:

iJ = 76.5 mph
201(Vi - iJ)2 = 2640 (mpWi=i

(a) Determine the sample standard deviation s".
(b) Determine the 95% upper confidence Iimit for /ly; that is.

PV1y < Limit) = 0.95

assume (ly = s" from part (a).
(c) Assume that the annual maximum wind velocity is a log-normal variate

with /ly = 76.5 mph and l1y = s" from part (a). Estimate the distri
bution parameters Av and 'v.

The height H of a radio tower is being determined by measuring the hori.
zontal distance L from the center of its base to the instrument and the vertical
angle {3as shown in Fig. P5.12.

(a) The distance L is measured 3 times, and the readings are: 124.3, 124.2,
124.4 ft.

Determine the estimated distance, and its standard error. Ans. 124.J ft;
0.0577 Jt.

(b) The angle {3is measured 5 times and the readings are: 40° 24.6',40° 25.0',
40° 25.5', 40° 24.7',40° 25.2'.
Determine the estimated angle, and its standard error. Ans. 40°25';
0.164'.

5.13

5.14

PROBLEMS 259

(c) Estimate the heigbt of the tower R. Assume the instrument is 3 ft higb
with astandard deviation of 0.01 ft. Am. 108.85 Jt.

(d) Compute the standard error of the estimated heigbt of the tower, (lli.
Am. 0.051Jt.

(e) Determine the 98% confidenee interval of the actual height of the tower
H. Assume that R is normaUy distributed about the actual height H.
Am. (108.73 Jt; 108.97 Jt).

To determine the area of a rectangular tract of land shown in Fig. P5.13, the
sides b and c were measured 5 times each. Following are the 5 independent
measurements made on b and c:

Sideb Sidec
(m)

(m)

500.5

299.8
499.5

300.3
500.0

300.2
500.2

299.7
499.8

300.0

The area of the tract is computed as

A-"'c
where" and c are the sample means of the respective measurements. Estimate
the 95% confidenee interval for the actual area A.

The following five repeated independent observations (measurements) were
made on each of the outer and inner radii of a circular ring shown in Fig.
P5.14.

outer radius ri: 2.5, 2.4, 2.6, 2.6, 2.4 cm

inner radius ri: 1.6, 1.5, 1.6, 1.4, 1.4 cm

//////////
IJ

fi==:rn=3tODlft V
i. L .i

Figure P5.12

H

Figure P5.13 Figure P5.14
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(a) Determine the best estimates of the outer and inner radii, and cor
responding standard errors.

(b) The shaded area between the two concentric cirdes is computed based
on the mean values of the measured outer and inner radii; namely
A = rr('i2 - '22). What is the computed area? Ans. 12.57 cm2•

(c) Determine the standard deviation (standard error) of the computed area.Ans. 0.819 cm2•

(d) If it is desired to determine the sample mean of ri within ±0.07 cm
with 99% confidence, how many additional independent measurements
must be made on ri? Assume that all measurements are independent and
taken with the same care and skill. Ans. /2.

5.15 The distance between A and C is measured in 2 stages: namely, AB and BC as
shown in Fig. P5.15. Measurements on AB and BC are recorded as follows:

AB: 100.5,99.6, 100.1, 100.3,99.5 ft
BC: 50.2, 49.8, 50.0 ft

(a) Compute the sample mean and sample variance of the measured dis-
tances for AB.

(b) Compute the standard el'ror of the estimated distance of AB, that is, s;m.
(c) Establish the 98% confidence intel'val for the actual distance AB.

(d) If the distance AC is given by the sum of the estimated distances AB and
BC, that is,

AC =AB +BC

what is the standard error of the estimated total distance between A
and C?

(e) Establish the 98% confidence interval on the actuallength AC.

0>-----------------00---- 000
A B C

Figure P5.IS

6. Empirical Determination
of Distribution Models

6.1. INTRODUCTION

The probabilistic characteristics of a random phenomenon is sometimes
difficult to discern or define, such that the appropriate probability model
needed to describe these characteristics is not readily amenable to theo
retical deduction or formulation. In particular, the functional form of the
required probability distribution may not be easy to deriye ol' ascertain.
Under certain circumstances, the basis ol' properties of the physical process
may suggest the form of the required distribution. For example, if a process
is composed of the sum of many individual effects, the GaussIan distribu
tion may be appropriate on the basis of the centrallimit theorem; whereas,
if the extremal conditions of a physical process are of intel'est, an extreme
value distribution may be a suitable modeL.

Nevertheless, there are occasions when the required .probability distri
bution has to be determined empirically (that is, based entirely on avail
a.ble observational data). For example, if the frequency diagram for aset
of data can be constructed, the required distribution model may be deter
mined by visually comparing a density funetion with the freqmmcy diagram
(see for example, Figs. 1.5 through 1.7). Alternatively, the data maybe
plotted on probability papers prepared for specific distributions (see Section
6.2 below). if the "data points plot approximately on a straight line on one
of these papers, the distribution corresponding to this paper may be an
appropriate distribution modeL.

Furthermore, an assumed probability distribution (perhaps determined
empirically as described above, or developed theoretically on the basis of
prior assumptions) may be verified, or disproved, in the light of available
data using certain statistical tests, known as goodness-of-fit tests for distri
bution. Moreover, when two or more distributions appear to be plausible
probability distribution models, such tests can be used to delineate the
relative degree of validity of the different distributions. Two such tests are
commonly used for these purposes-the chi-square (x2) and the Kol
mogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests.
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The theoretical distribution function for the proposed normal model N (77, 4.6) is
also shown in the same figure. The maximum discrepancy between the two funclions
is Dn = 0.16 and occurs at Kle = 77 ksi viii'. In this case, there are 26 observed data
points; hence the critical value of Di: at the 5 % significance level is D;.05 = 0.265
(obtained from Table A.4). Since the maximum discrepancy of 0.16 is less than
D2g5 = 0.265, the normal model N (77, 4.6) is verified at the 5 /~ significance level.

EXAMPLE6.9

Data for stream temperature at mile 41.83 of the Little Deschutes River in Oregon
measured at 3-hr intervals over a 3-day period (August 1-3, i969), are shown plotted
in Fig. E6.9 in accordance with Eq. 6.2. The distribution function of the proposed
theoretical model is also shown in the same figure.

In this case the maximum ditference between Sn(x) and F(x) is observed to be
Dn = 0.174 at the temperature of 70.9°F.

With n = 23, the critical value D;: at the 5% signifieance levet, obtained from
Table A.4, is D·g3 = 0.273. Since Dn < Di: , the proposed theoretieal distribution
is suitable for modeling the stream temperature of this river at the signifieance level
of", = 5%.

6.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Whereas Chapter 5 was eoneerned with the statistieal estimation of
parameters of a distribution, this ehapter is eoneerned with the determina
tion of the probability distribution for a random variable, and with ques
tions related to the validity of an assumed distribution, based on finite
samples of the population. Unless developed theoretically from physieal
considerations, the required distribution model may be determined em
pirieally. One way of doing this is through the use of probability papers
constructed for specifie distributions. The linearity, or lack of linearity, of
sample data plotted on such papers would suggest the appropriateness of a
given distribution for modeling the population.

The validity of an assumed distribution mayaiso be appraised by good
ness-of-fit tests, including specifically the chi-square (x2) and the Kol
mogorov-8rnirnov (K-S) tests. Such tests, however, depend on the pre
scribed level of significance, the ehoiee of whieh is largely a subjeetive
matter. Nevertheless, these tests are useful for determining (in the light of
sample data) the relative appropriateness of several potentially possible
distribution models.

Ordered Random Samples, OF

Figure E6.9 Kolmogorov-Smil'llov test for proposed stream temperature predic
tion model (after Mor8e, 1972)

6.1 Plot the data in Example 6.1 on log-normal probability paper. Estimate the
median and COV from the straight line drawn through the data points.

6.2 The ultimate strains (cu, in ,1;,) of 15 No. 5 steel reinforcing bars were meas-
ured. The results are as follows (data from Alien, 1972):

19.4 17.9 16.1
16.0 17.8 16.8
16.6 18.8 17.0
17.3 20.1 18.1
18.4 19.1 18.6

Plot these data on both the normal and the log-normal probability papers,
and discuss the results.

6.3 The shear strengths (in kips per square feet, ksf) of 13 undisturbed samples of
day from the Chicago subway project are tabulated as foiiows (data from
Peck, 1940):

0.35 0.42 0.49 0.70 0.96
0.40 0.43 0.58 0.75
0.41 0.48 0.68 0.87

Plot the data on log-normal probability paper. Estimate the parameters of the
log-normal distribution to deseribe the shear strength of Chicago day.

6.4 For the wind velocity data in Problem 3.26 (of Chapter 3), plot the data on
normal probability paper. Determine the normal distribution for describing
the wind velocity.

6.5 A random variable with a triangular distribution between a and a + r, as

PROBLEMS

K/S Statistic 0.174
Crltlcal Vol. 0.273

Lillle Oeschutes R. OreQon
Rlver Mlle 41.83
i AUQ. - 3 AUQ. 1969
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Figure P6.575

shown in Fig. P6.5, is given by the density funetion
2(x - o)

fx(x) = --2- ; o ~ x ~ o + r. r

= O; elsewhere.

(a) Determine the appropriate standard variate S for this distribution.
(b) Construet the eorresponding probability paper. What do the values of X

at Fs(O) and Fs(I.O) on this paper mean?
(c) Suppose the foIlowing sample values were observed for X.

Plot the above set of data on the triangular probability paper. From this plot
estimate the minimum and maximum values of X.

6.6 The density funetion of the Rayleigh distribution is given by
x

rx(x) = -2e-I("I«)'; x ;:::O
• ol:

= O; x < O

in whieh the parameter ol: is the modal (or most probable) value of X.
(a) Construet the probability paper for this distribution. What does the

slope of a straight line on this paper represent?
(b) The following is a set of data for strain range indueed by vehicle loads on

highway bridge members.

Stroin Ronge, in micro in./in. (Doto courtesy of W. H. Wolker)
48.4 52.7 42.4
47.1 44.5 146.2
49.5 84.8 115.2

116.0 52.6 43.0
84.1 53.6 103.6
99.3 33.5 64.7

108.1 43.8 69.8
47.3 56.3 44.0
93.7 34.5 36.2
36.3 62.8 50.6

122.5 180.5 167.0

Plot this set of data on the Rayleigh probability paper eonstrueted in
part (a).

(c) What inference can you draw regarding the Rayleigh distribution as a
model for live-load stress range in highway bridges, in light of the data
plotted above? Determine the most probable strain range (if possible)
from the results of part (b).

6.7 Time-to-failure (or malfunetion) of a certain type of diesel engine has been
recorded as foIlows (in hours).

0.13 121.582959.47102.34
0.78

672.87124.09393.37
3.55

62.0985.28184.09
14.29

656.04380.001646.01
54.85

735.89298.58412.03
216.40

895.80678.13813.00
1296.93

1057.57861.93239.10
952.65

470.971885.222633.98
8.82

151.44862.93658.38
29.75

163.951407.52855.95

(a) Construct the exponential probability paper (see Example 6.4) and plot
on it the data given above.

(b) On the basis of the results of part (a), estimate the minimum and mean
time-to-failure of such engines.

(c) Perform a ehi-square test to determine the validity of the exponential
distribution at the 1% significanee level.

6.8 The foIlowing are observations of the number of vehicles per minute arriving
at an intersection from a one-way street:

O, 3, 1, 2, O, I, 1, I, 2, O, i, 4, 3, 1, 1, O, O, 1, O, 2

Perform a ehi-square test to determine if the arrivals can be modeled by a
Poisson process, at the 1% significance level.

6.9 Cars coming toward an intersection are required to stop at the stop sign
before they find a gap large enough to eross or to make a turn. This acceptanee
gap G, measured in seconds, varies from driver to driver, sinee some drivers
may be more alert or more risk-taking than others. The foIlowing are
measurements taken for several similar interseetions.
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Acceptance gap size (see.) Observed number of drivers

0.5-1.5
1.5-2.5
2.5--3.5
3.5-4.5
4.5-5.5
5.5-6.5
6.5-7.5
7.5-8.5
8.5-9.5
9.5-10.5

10.5-11.5
11.5-12.5

o
6

34
132
179
218
183
146
69
30
3
O

6.11 Data on the rate of oxygenation K in streams at 20°C have been observed at
the Cineinnati Poo!, Ohio River, and summarized in the following table (data
from Kothandaraman, 1968).

K (per day) Observed frequency

0.000 to 0.049 1
0.050 to 0.099 11
0.100 to 0.149 20
0.150 to 0.199 23
0.200 to 0.249 15
0.250 to 0.299 11
0.300 to 0.349 2

(a) Plot a histogram for the acceptance gap size.
(b) Assume that the distribution of G is normal; estimate its mean and

varianee. You ma y assume that aii observations in each interval have the
gap length equal to the average gap length for that interva!. For example,
for the interval 1.5-2.5, it may be assumed that there are 6 observations
with gap length of 2.0 see.

(c) Perform a chi-square goodness-of-fit test at the 1% significanee leve!.
6.10 An extensiye series of ultimate load tests on reinforeed concrete columns was

carried out at the University ofIllinois (Hognestad, 1951). The ratio." of the
actual ultimate load to that computed by the appropriate ACi 318-63 formula,
without consideration of the understrength factor in the ACi code, is
tabulated below (for part of the 84 square tied columns tested).

Table of ratio ."

A normal distribution with a mean oxygenation rate of 0.173 per dayand a
standard deviation of 0.066 per day (both values are estimated from observed
data) is proposed to modelthe oxygenation rate at the Cineinnati Pool, Ohio
River.

Perform a chi-square test on the goodness of fit of the proposed distri
bution at the 5% significance leve!.

6.11 On the basis of the data given in Problem 6.2 and using the Kolmogorov
Smirnov method, determine which of the two distributions (normal and log
normal) considered in Problem 6.2 is a belter model for the distribution of the
ultimate strains of steel reinforeing bars.

0.79976
0.82395
0.99938
0.78017
0.91342
0.90304
0.86011
1.01836
0.90133

0.99410
0.93811
0.81649
0.87551
0.95705
0.92863
0.93054
1.03065

(a) Plot the data on normal probability paper, and estimate (if possible) the
mean and standard deviation from this plot.

(b) Perform a chi-square test at the 5% significance level on the fitted
normal distribution.

(c) Repeat part (b) using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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l\Iultiple correlation. When more than two random variables are in
volved, as in the case of multiple linear regression of Eq. 7.16, any pair of
variables may be mutually correlated, for example, between Xi and X;, or
between Y and Xi; the corresponding correlation coefficients are

7.6. CONCLUDING REl\IARKS

(7.26)

(7.25)

SXiSXj

UXiUXi

(i:~~1X'kXjk - nx,xj)

E[(Xi - IlxJ (Xj - IlX;) ]
PXi'X; =

1
PXi,X; = n - 1

and can be estimated as
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EXAMPLE7.8

N, blow eounl. per fool of penelrollon

Figure E7.7 Unconfined compressiye strengtli vs. blow counts for stiff clay

7.1 Assume hypothetically that the concentration of dissolved solids and the
turbidity of a stream are measured simultaneously for five separate days,
selected at random throughout a year. The data are as follows.

PROBLEMS

The statistical method for determining the mean and variance of one
random variable as a function of the values of other variables is known

as regression analysis. On the basis of the least-squares criterion, regression
analysis provides a systematil' approach for the empirical determination
of the underlying relationships among the random variabIl's. Furthermore,
the associated correlation analysis determines the degree of linear inter
relationship between the variables (in terms of the correlation coefficient);
a high correlation means the existence of a strong linear relationship be
tween the variables, whereas a low correlation would mean the lack of
Hnear relationship (however, there could be a nonlinear relationship).

Regression and correlation analyses have applications in many areas of
engineering, and are especially significant in situations where the necessary
relationships must be developed empirically.

5040

o

00

;.,.

(1/24)(16.04) = 0.90
p = v' 1.53,i 0.36

confined compressiye strength of stilf day; on this basis, therefore, the blow count
may be used to estimate the unconfined strength of stilf day.

For the data recorded on the Monocacy River (deseribed earHer in Examples S.8
and 7.2), estimate the carrelatian coeffieient between runolf and precipitation.

&ased on the computations tabulated earlier for Example S.8, we obtain the
sample variance of preeipitation S",2 = I'S3; and the sample variance ofrunolf SiL! =
0.36. From the calculations in Example 7.2, we alsa have

25

2 x,y, - 25·\'Y = 59.24 - 25(2.16)(0.80) = 16.04i=1

The eorrelation coefficient is required when ealculating the joint prob
abilities of two or more random variables that are jointly normal (see
Example 3.25). However, for non-normal variates the quantitative role of
the corrdation coefficient in the computation of joint probabilities is
seldom defined. Nevertheless, the eorrelation coeffieient is a measUl'e of

linear interdependency between two random variables irrespeetive of their
distributions.

Dissolved solidsTurbidity
Day

(mg/I)(JTU)

1

400 5
2

550 30
3

700 32
4

800 58
5

500 20
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Because turbidity is easier to measure. a regression equation may be u'ICdto
prediet the concentration of dissolved solids on the basis of known turbidity.
Assume that the varianee of dissolved solid concentration is constant with
turbidity.

(a) What are the values of the intercept and slope parameters (ot and (J) of
the regression line? Ans. 364.1; 7.79.

(b) Estimate the standard deviation of dissolved solid concentration about
the regression line. Ans. 58.8.

7.1 Suppose that data on the consumption of water per capita per day have been
collected for four towns in the Midwest and tabulated as follows (see also
Fig. P7.2).

PROBLEMS 321

(i) Determine the least-squares estimates for ot and {3.
(ii) Estimate s}i",.

(c) An engineer is interested in studying the consumption of water in
Urbana (a town with 50.000 population). Assume a normal distribution
for Y; determine the probabmty that the demand for water in Urbana
will exceed 7.000.000 galjday.

7.3 Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration (in parts per mitlion, ppm) in a
stream is found to deerease with the time of travel downstream (Thayer and
Krutchkoff. 1966). Assume a linear relatjonship between the mean DO and
the time of travel t. Determine the least-squares regression equation and
estimate the standard deviation about the regression line from the following
set of observations.

y
DO (ppm)Time oftravel t (days)

x

Per capita water

Population
consumption (in 0.280.5

Town

(in 1(4)100 ga1/day)
0.291.0

0.29
1.6

i
1.0 1.0 0.181.8

2

4.0 1.3 0.172.6

3

6.0 1.3 0.183.2

4

9.0 1.4 0.103.8
0.12

4.7

7.4 From a survey of the effect offare inerease on the loss in ridership for transit
systems throughout the United States. the following data were obtained.

(a) If the effect of population size of a town on the per capita consumption
. is neglected. determine the sample variance S1i2.

(h) From the observed data, there seems to be a general trend that the per
eapita water consumption inereases with the population of the town.
Suppose it is assumed that

E( Y i x) = ot + {Jx

and Var ( Y i x) is constant for all x.

,.,o~Öco
~ lAr •rI { 1.3,

••E :>~o 1.2u
E'ii

1.1o u
ir

1.0

i i
i

o
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Populalion. In 104
FigureP7.2

X
Fare increase

(%)

5
35
20
LS

4
6

18
23
38

8
12
17
17
13
7

23

Y

Loss in ridership
(%)

1.5
12.0
7.5
6.3
1.2
1.7
7.2
8.0

11.1
3.6
3.7
6.6
4.4
4.5
2.8
8.0
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(a) Plot the pereent loss in ridership versus the percent fare increase.
(b) Perform a \inear regression analysis to determine the expecled percent

loss in ridership as a function of the percent fare increase.
(c) Estimate Ihe condiiional slandard deviation sYl'" A"s. o.si.
(d) Evaluate Ihe correlation coefiicieni between X and Y. A"s. 0.97.

7.5 Data for per capita energy consumption and per capita GNP output for eight
different countries are tabulated below (data extracted from Meadows et al.,
1972).

XY--600 1,000 ,.,
2,700

700
2,900

1,400
4,200

2,000
3,100

2,500
5,400

2,700
8,600

2,500
10,300

4,000

Note that

X = GNP in U.S. dollar equivalent per person per year
Y = energy consumption in kilograms of coal equivalent per person per year

(a) Plot the data given above in a two-dimensional graph.
(b) Determine the correlation between GNP and energy consumption.
(c) Determine the regression for predicting energy consumption on the

basis of per capita GNP oulput. Draw Ihe regression line on the graph
of part (a).

(d) Evaluate the conditional slandard deviation SYI'" and skelch the ±SYI"
band about the regression line of parI (c).

(e) Similarly, determine the regression equalion for predicting GNP on the
basis of energy consumption, and display this graphically wilh the
corresponding ±sxlll band.

7.6 A tensile load test was performed on an aluminum specimen. The applied
tensile force and the corresponding elongation of the specimen at various
slages of the test are recorded as follows.

Tensile force Elongation
(kips)

(10-3 in.)
x

y---i 9 'OL

2
20

3
28

4
41

5
52

6
63

(a) Assume that the fo~longation relation of aluminum over this range
of loads is linear. Determine the least-squares estimate for the Young's
modulus of this aluminum specimen. The cross-seclional area of the
specimenisO.l sq in., and the length of the specimen is 10 in. Young's
modulus is given by the slope of the stress-strain curve.

(b) in adelition to the assumption of a lincar relationship between force and
elongation, suppose zero elongation should correspond to zero tensile
force; that is, the regression line is assumed to be

B(YI x) = px

What would be the best estimate of Young's modulus in this case1

The population in a community for the years 1962 to 1972 is tabulatedas
foiiOWl.

Year Population-1962 24,010
1963

24,540
1964

24,750
1965

25,100
1966

25,340
1967

25,820
1968

26,100
1969

26,200
1970

26,500
1971

26,800
1972

27,450

lt is supled that the population in a given year will depend on the popula
tion of the previous year, as predicted from the following model:

xi •• a+bx~l+B

where xi and X~l are the population in the tth and (t - l)th year, respec
tively, and il is anormal random variable with zero mean and standard
deviation 11.

(a) Based on the given poeulation data, determine the estimates for a, b,
and 11.

(b) Based on the population model and the estimates from part (a), estimate
the population in 1973. What is the probabillty that the population in
1973 will exceed 28,0001

The peak-hour traftic volume and the 24-hour daily traffic volumc on a toU
bridp have beon recorded for 14 days. The observed data are tabulated as
!olloWl.



ElevationNorth latitudeAverage duration
Weather station

(ft)(deg)of frost (days)

Bayard

237539.2773.0

Brandywine

158638.6329.0
Buckhannon

145939.0028.0
Cairo

68039.17 25.0
Charleston

60438.35 11.5
Fairmont

129839.4732.5

Fiat Top

324237.5864.0

Gary

142637.3713.0

Kearneysville

55039.38 23.0

Lewisburg

225037.8037.0
Madison

67538.05 26.0 7.11
Marlington

213538.2373.0
New Martinsville

63539.65 24.7
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Assume that the conditional standard deviation Sy i"varies quadratically with
x from the origin.

(a) Determine the regression line E(YI x) = iX + /ix.
(b) Estimate the prediction error about the regression line, that is, SYI •••

(c) if the peak-hour traffle volume on a certain day is measured to be 3500
vehicles, what is the probability that more than 30,000 vehicles will be
crossing the toll bridge that day?

The average durations (in days) of frost condition each year at 20 stations in
West Virginia were compiled as follows (from Moulton and Schaub, 1969).
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Continuation Elevation

North latitudeAverage duration
Weather station

(rt)(deg)of frost (days)

Parsons

1,64939.1041.0
Pickens

272738.6656.0
Piedmont

105339.4834.0
Rainelle

242437.9737.0

Spencer

78938.80 16.0

Wheeling

65940.10 41.0
Williamson

67337.67 12.0

Error in elevation
E

(m)

O

O

-0.3
-0.6
-1.4
-2.0
-3.1
-4.0

Distance a10ng centerline
of triangulated strip

X
(km)

O

0.5
1.2
1.7
2.4
2.7
3.4
3.7

Perform a multiple Iinear regression analysis to predict the average duration
of frost at a locality in terms of its elevation and latitude.

The dilference between the photogrammetrically triangulated e1evation
before adjustment-and the terrestrially determined elevation is an example
of measurement error in photogrammetry. This error in e1evation E has been
observed and theoretically shown to be a nonlinear function of the distance X
along the centerline of a triangulated strip as follows:

E=a+bx+cx2

Estimate the least-squares values of a, b, and c on the basis of the following
measurements. Ans. -0.023; 0.235; -0.347.

The average distance Y required for stopping a vehicle is a function of the
speed of travel of the vehicle. The following set of data were observed for 10
cars at varying speeds.

7.10

Y
24-hr

traffle volume
(in J(4)

1.6
2.3
2.0
2.2
2.6
2.6
2.1
3.0
3.0
3.8
5.1
4.2
3.8
4.2

X
Peak-hour

traftic volume

(in i(3)

1.4
2.2
2.4
2.7
2.9
3.1
3.6
4.1
3.4

4.3
5.1
5.9
6.4
4.6

7.9
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7-day compressive7-day flexura\
strength. X

strength. Y
(psi)

(psi)

1

1400 257
2

1932 327
3

2200 317
4

2935 300
5

2665 340
6

2800 340
7

3065 343
8

3200 374
9

2200 377
10

2530 386
II

3000 383
12

2735 393
13

2000 407
14

3000 407
15

3235 407
16

2630 434
17

3030 427
18

3065 440
19

2735 450
20

3835 440
21

3065 456
22

3465 460
23

3600 456
24

3260 476
25

3500 480
26

3365 490
27

3335 497
28

3170 526
29

3600 546
30

4460 700

(a) Plol the compressive strength vs. flexura\ strength on a two-dimensiona\
graph.

(b) Determine the carrelatian coefficient between the two strengths.

The seillement of a footing depends on that of the adjacent footing since they
are subjected to similar \oad and soil conditions. Therefore same corre\ation

E(X i v. H) - OI.V'iHfl.

Estimate 01.. {Li.and {L2 on the basis of the observed data.

The compressive and flexural strengths of nonbloated bumed day aggregate
concrete are measured for 30 specimens after 7 days of curing. The data are
(from Martin et al.. 1972) as follows.

Suppose that the following relationship is used to estimate the mean oxygena
tion rate

Mean .oxygenation rate Mean velocityMean deplh
X (ppm per day)

V (ri/see)H (fl)

2.272

3.073.27
1.440

3.695.09
0.981

2.104.42
0.496

2.686.14
0.743

2.785.66
1.129

2.647.17
0.281

2.92ii .41
3.361

2.472.12
2.794

3.442.93
1.568

4.654.54
0.455

2.949.50 7.14
0.389

2.516.29
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Siopping

Speed

dislance
Car

(mph)(ri)

1

25 46 1.13

2
5 6

3
60 110

4
30 46

5
LO 13

6
45 75

7
15 16

8
40 70

9
45 90

LO

20 20

(a) Plot the stopping distance vs. speed.
(b) Assume that the mean stopping distance varies linearly with the speed.

that is,
E( Y i x) = ol. + px

Esiimate ol. and fJ; and sYj:i:. which Olay be assumed to be constant.
(c) A nonlinear function is suggested to model the stopping disiance-speed

relationship as follows:

E( Y i x) = a + bx + cx2

Eslimale a, b, and c; and sri~, which is assumed to be constanl wiih x.
(d) Plot the Iwo regression curves obtained from paris (b) and (c). Compare

the relaiive accuracy of prediciion beiween these two models.

7.12 The mean rale of oxygenation from the atmospheric reaeralion process for a
stream depends on the mean velocity of stream f10wand average deplh of the
stream bed. The following are data recorded in 12 experiment s (Koth
andaraman, 1968).
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Figure P7.14

----g----30-+-FootlllQl

19-Palrs Of
Adlacent
FootlnO' 8. The Bayesian Approach

8.1. INTRODUCTION

exists between the settlement behavior of two adjacent footings. The following
is a set of data on the settlement of a series of footings on sand.

Footing Settlement (in.)FootingSettlement (in.)

i
0.59ii0.93

2
0.60120.78

3
0.54130.78

4
0.70140.77

5
0.75150.79

6
0.80160.79

7
0.79170.78

8
0.95180.77

9
1.00190.63

Lo
0.92200.73

From a row of 20 footings, 19 pairs of adjacent footings can be obtained as
shown in Fig. P7.14. The degree of dependence between the settlements of
adjacent footings is described by the correlation coeffieien!.

(a) Estimate this correlation based on the 19 pairs of data. Ans. 0.766.
(b) Estimate the coeffieient of variation of the settlement of a footing. Ans.0.157.

In Chapter 5 we presented the methods of point and interval estimation of
distribution parameters, based on the clasmeal statistieal approach. Such an
approach assumes that the parameters are constants (but unknown) and
that sampIe statistics are used as estimators of these parameters. Because
the estimators are invariably imperfect, errors of estimation are unavoid
able; in the c1assical approach, confidence intervals are used to express the
degree of these errors.

As implied earlier, accurate estimates of parameters require large amounts
of data. When the observed data are limited, as is often the case in engi
neering, the statistical ('stimates have to be supplemented (or may even be
superseded) by judgmental information. With the c1assical statistical
approach there is no provision for combining judgmental information with
obscrvational data in the estimation of the paramcters.

For illustration, consider a case in which a traffic engineer wishes to
determine the effectiveness of the road improvement at an intersection.
Based on his experience with similar sites and traffil' conditions, and on a
traffic-accident model, he estimated that the average occurrences of
accidents at the improved intersection would be about twice a year. How
ever, during the first week after the improved intersection is openedto
traffic, an accident occurs at the intersection. A dichotomy, therefore, may
arisc: The engineer may hoId strongIy to his judgmental beHcff in which
case he would insist that the accident is only a chance occurrence and the
average accident rate remains twice a year, in spite of the most recent
accident. However, if he only considers actual observed data, he would
cstimate the average accident rak to be once a week. Intuitivcly, it would
seem that both types of information are relevant and ought to be used in
determining the average accident rate. Within the classical method of
statistical estimation, however, th('r(' is no formal basis for such analysis.
Problems of this typ(' are formally th!' subj('ct of BaYI'sian ('stimation.

The Bayeman method approachcs the estimation problem from another
point of view. In this case, the unknown parameters of a distribution are
assumed (or modell'd) to be also random variables. In this way, uncertainty
associated with the estimation of the paramet('rs can be combined formally
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